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1. េសចក�ីេផ�ើម / Introduction

2. និយមន័យ / Definition

��សប័់ណ� គឺ�របូវន័�បុគ�ល ឬនីតិបុគ�លែដល���សប័់ណ��បេភទ�មួយែដលេចញេ�យ

ធ��រ។

េលខស��ត់ (PIN) គឺ�េលខស��ត់��មួំយខ�ង់ែដលេចញេ�យធ��រ ដល�់�សប័់ណ� េដើម��ី

េ�បើ��សប័់ណ� េធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរហរិ��វត�� ឬ �បតិបត��ិរទូេ�ែដលែផ�កេលើេលខកូដស��ត់ េ�េលើ

��សុនីេអធីអឹម និង��សុនីឆូត�ត។

ក�មិតឥណ�ន គឺ�ក�មិតឥណ�នផ�លេ់�យធ��រេ���សប័់ណ� េហើយក�មិតឥណ�ន�ត�វ

�សប�ម�បេភទ�មួយៃនប័ណ� ែដលេចញេ�យធ��រ េហើយ�ចែកែ�បេ�យធ��រ �ម

ឆ��នុសទិ�រិបសខ់��ន�េពល�មួយ។ 

ឥណពន�ស�យ័�បវត� ិគឺ�េស�ទូ�ត់ផ�លេ់�យធ��រ ែដល��សប័់ណ�ផ�លស់ទិ�ឱិ��ធ��រ េដើម��ី

ទូ�ត់វ�ក�យប�ត េ�យ�រ�ត់េចញពីគណនី��សប័់ណ�។

វ�ក�យប�ត �នន័យ�វ�ក�យប�តក��ងអំឡ�ងេពល�មួយ ែដលេចញេ�យអ�កផ�ត់ផ�ង់េស�កម�េ�

ឱ��បុគ�ល (របូវន័�បុគ�ល ឬនីតិបុគ�លដៃទេទៀត ) ែដលទទួលយកលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��ស់

ឬេស�កម�ពីអ�កផ�ត់ផ�ង់េស�កម�។

�ណជិ�ករ �នន័យ���ណជិ�ករ���ក់ ែដលផ�ត់ផ�ង់ទំនិញ និង/ឬ េស�កម�។

�បតិបត��ិរប័ណ� គឺ��រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�េដើម��ទូី�ត់េ�េលើទំនិញ និង/ឬេស�កម� ឬ�រដក

�ច់��ក់ពី��សុនី ATM ពីធ��រ ឬ��ប័នហរិ��វត��េផ��ងេទៀត។

រ�យ�រណ ៍ គឺ�រ�យ�រណ�៍ប�ែំខេចញេ�យធ��រ េ�ឱ����សប័់ណ�េ�យប��ញពី

ចំនួនេផ��ងៗ ែដល�ត�វគិត��ក់ និង�លបរ�េច�ទែដល�ត�វបង់��ក់។

ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ែដល�ត�វបង់ គឺ�ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ែដល�នេ�បើ��សក់��ងប័ណ� ��សប័់ណ��ត�វបង់េ�

ឱ��ធ��រមុនៃថ�ផុតកំណត់ រមួ�នចំនួនទឹក��ក់អប��បរ� ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ែដលហសួ�ល

កំណត់បង់មុន��មុន ចំនួនទឹក��ក់េលើសកំណត់ ៃថ�េលើសកំណត់ និងៃថ�បែន�មែដល�ច�ត�វបង់េ�

េលើគណនី។ 

�លបរ�េច�ទបង់��ក់ �នន័យ���លបរ�េច�ទែដល ��សប័់ណ��ត�វទូ�ត់នូវទឹក��ក់អប��បរ�

�ក់�ក់ ឬសមតុល�� បច��ប��ន� និងចំនួនដូចែដល�នប��ក់េ�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ។៍

��សុនីេអធីអឹម �នន័យ���សុនីដក��ក់ស�យ័�បវត�រិបសធ់��រ ឬ �គឹះ��នហរិ��វត��

ដៃទេទៀត។

អ�កេចញប័ណ�  សេំ�េលើ ធ��រ អូ៊រ� (េខមបូ�) ម.ក រមួប���ល�ងំ��ែដលកំពុងេធ�ើ�បតិបត�ិ

�ររបស ់ធ��រ អូ៊រ� (េខមបូ�) ម.ក។

ក�មិតកំណត់�បតិបត��ិរ�ប�ៃំថ�  សេំ�េលើចំនួនទឹក��ក់អតិបរ�ែដលធ��រ  អនុ��តឱ����ស់

ប័ណ�េធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរក��ងមួយៃថ�។

Cardholder is a person or a legal entity who owns any type of Credit Card issued by 

the bank.

PIN (Personal Identification Number) is a secret six-digit number issued by the 

bank and changed by Cardholder to use with debit card or credit card performing 

PIN-based transaction at chip POS and ATM terminal.

Credit Limit is the credit limit granted by the bank to the Cardholder. The credit limit 

in respect to any Credit Card issued by the bank from time to time and at its 

discretion. 

Auto-Debit is the payment service provided by the bank whereby the Cardholder 

authorizes the bank to settle the bill(s) by debiting Cardholder’s account.

Bill(s) means the periodic bill(s) issued by the service provider(s) to persons 

(individual or corporate) who have subscribed for the provision of utilities or services 

from the Service provider(s)

Merchant means any merchant supplying goods and/or service;

Card transaction is the use of the card to pay for goods and/or service or to withdraw 

cash from an ATM, bank or other financial institution.

Statement is the monthly statement issued by the bank to the Cardholder which 

shows inter alia amount so charged and the payment due date.

Amount Due is the outstanding amount on the card which the Cardholder must pay 

to the bank on or before the due date, which may include the minimum amount due, 

any past due amounts, over limit amounts, over limit fees, and any other additional 

fees which may be payable on the account.

Payment due date means the date by when the cardholder has to settle the 

specified minimum payment or the current balance and as specified in the 

statement;

ATM means an automated teller machine belonging to the bank or to other financial 

institution.

Card issuer refers to Woori Bank (Cambodia) Plc. including all of its operating 

branches.

Daily limit means the maximum permissible limit prescribed by the bank in respect 

of the total transactions effected in a day.
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ប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ��ងំអសេ់នះនឹង�ត�វ�នយកេ�អនុវត�ចំេ�ះ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន

របសធ់��រអូ៊រ�។ លក�ខណ��ងំេនះ �ត�វ�នបេង�ើតេឡើងស��ប់េ�បើអម�មួយឯក�រ 

“��ងកៃ�មេស� និងលក�ខណ�េផ��ងៗៃនប័ណ�របសធ់��រអូ៊រ�” និងប័ណ�ផ��ព�ផ��យេផ��ងេទៀតៃន

េស�កម�។ េ�កអ�ក�ត�វរក��ទុកឯក�រេនះ ស��ប់�ឯក�រេ�ងក��ងកំឡ�ងេពលៃន�រេ�បើ

��សផ់លតិផលប័ណ�របសធ់��រ។

ប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន �ត�វ�ន�ន និងយលដឹ់ង េ�មុនេពលេ�បើ

��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នរបសធ់��រ  េហើយប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ 

�កិច�សន��ែដលចង��ប់�តព�កិច��មផ��វច��ប់ រ�ង��សប័់ណ� និងធ��រ។ �រេ�បើ��ស ់ឬ�រ

េធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរេលើកដំបូងៃនប័ណ�ឥណ�ន �ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក� ��សប័់ណ��ន�ន �នយល ់និង�ន

យល�់ពមទទួល   អនុវត��មប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ។

ធ��រ �ចែកែ�ប�គប់េពលនូវ “ប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�” និង  “��ងកៃ�មេស� និងលក�ខណ� េផ��ង

ៗៃនផលតិផលប័ណ�ឥណ�ន” េ�យអនុេ�ម�មច��ប់ៃន�ពះ���ច�កកម���។ េលើកែលង

ែត�នែចងក��ងកិច�សន�� េយើងនឹងជូនដំណងឹេ�េ�កអ�កអំពី�រែកែ�ប ក��ងករណែីដល�រែកែ�ប

េ�ះ េធ�ើឱ��ប៉ះ�លដ់លស់ទិ� ិនិង�តព�កិច�របសេ់�កអ�ក។ 

ក��ងប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ�េនះ �ក�� “អ�ក”, “េ�កអ�ក”, “របសេ់�កអ�ក”,  និង “��សប័់ណ�” គឺ

សេំ�ដលអ់តិថិជនែដលេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នរបសធ់��រ អូ៊រ�។ �ក�� “េយើង”, “របសេ់យើង”, 

និង“ធ��រ”, គឺសេំ�ដល ់ធ��រ អូ៊រ� (េខមបូ�) ម.ក។ 

These terms and conditions are applicable to the use of Woori Bank (Cambodia) 

Plc. (“Woori Bank”) credit card (“Credit Card”). These conditions are designed for 

using in additional use with “Fees & Limitations of Woori credit card” and other 

service brochures. You should keep this document for future reference during using 

our card service. 

The Credit Card terms and conditions shall be read and understood before using the 

Woori Bank’s Credit Card and is a legally binding contract between customers (the” 

Cardholder”) and Woori Bank. First use/transaction under the Credit Card implies 

that the Cardholder has fully read, understood and accepted the Credit Card terms 

and conditions and biding its obligation as specified herein and applicable laws 

enforce.

The bank may change these “terms and conditions” and “fee & charge and other 

conditions of credit card” at any time subject to applicable law of Cambodia. Except 

as indicated herein, we will inform you of changes that affect your rights and 

obligations.

Throughout this publication, the words “you”, “your”, “yours” and “Cardholder” refer 

to the customers using Woori Bank Credit Card. The word “we”, “us”, “our”, “Woori 

Bank” and “the bank” refer to Woori Bank (Cambodia) Plc.
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3. �តព�កិច�ទូ�ត់បំណ�លរបស់��ស់ប័ណ� / Payment Obligations of the Cardholder

��សប័់ណ�ទទួលខុស�ត�វក��ង�រទូ�ត់��ក់េលើ�គប់�បតិបត��ិរ និង�រ��ក់េ�ហ៊យុ និង�រ

ចំ�យ�ងំអសេ់ធ�ើេឡើងេ��មគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ន ស��ប់�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�រមួប���ល ែត

មិនកំណត់េលើេ�ហ៊យុ ែដលមិន�ចដកវ�ញ�ន�តព�កិច�ពន� ែដលែចងេ�យច��ប់ រហតូ�ន�រ

បង់��ក់�គប់ចំនួនេ�ឱ�� ធ��រ �ត�វ�នេធ�ើេឡើងេ�យ��ន�រេស�ើសុវំ�ក�យប�តែដល�ន

ចុះហត�េល�  ឬឯក�រ��ំទេផ��ងេទៀត។ �តព�កិច�បង់��ក់របស�់�សប័់ណ�នឹង�ត�វ�នបន�

សពុល�ពក��ងករណ�ីន�រេធ�ើប័ណ�បន� ឬប័ណ�ជំនួសេ�យធ��រ េហើយក៏ដូចក��ងករណបី��ប់

េ�យេហតុផល�មួយ។ េ�យ��ន�រជូនដំណងឹ�មុនេ���សប័់ណ� ធ��រ�នសទិ� ិេពញេលញ

ក��ង�រ៖

(ក) យល�់ពម ឬបដិេសធេចញប័ណ�ដល�់�សប័់ណ� េ�ះបី���សប័់ណ�បំេពញលក�ខណ���

ក��ង�រេចញប័ណ� ែដល�នកំណត់េ�យធ��រក៏េ�យ

(ខ) អនុម័ត ឬបដិេសធ�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយេ�ះបី��បតិបត��ិរេ�ះស�តិេ�ក��ងក�មិតឥណ�ន

ែដល�ចផ�លឱ់��ក៏េ�យ

(គ) ប��ប់�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នរបស�់�សប័់ណ�េ�េពល�មួយក៏�ន

(ឃ) បេង�ើន ឬបន�យក�មិតឥណ�ន

(ង) បដិេសធក��ង�រេចញប័ណ�ម�ងេទៀត េចញប័ណ�ថ� ីបន�សពុល�ពរបសប័់ណ� និង

(ច) ែកត�ម�វ កំណត់ ឬលបុេ�លេស�កម� និង អត��បេ�ជន៍��ែដល�ក់ទងនឹងប័ណ� និង

គណនីរបស�់�សប័់ណ�។

ធ��រ មិនទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះ�រ�ម�រៃថ�ចំ�យ ឬ�រ�ម�រសណំងជម�ចិឺត��មួយ ែដល

េធ�ើេឡើងេ�យ��សប័់ណ� �បសនិេបើធ��រ មិន�នអនុ��តេលើ�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយពីគណនីរបស់

��សប័់ណ� ឬ �បសនិេបើ�ណជិ�ករមិនទទួលយកប័ណ� េ�ះបី�បតិបត��ិរេ�ះស�តិេ�ក��ង

ចំនួនក�មិត ែដល�ចផ�លឱ់��ក៏េ�យ។ ធ��រ �ចក�មិតចំនួន�បតិបត��ិរ�ប�ៃំថ� និង/ឬ ចំនួន

ទឹក��ក់�បតិបត��ិរ�ប�ៃំថ�។

Cardholder is liable and responsible for the payment of all the transactions and all 

interest; fees and expenses under the Credit Card account for using the card 

including but not limited to the non-refundable fees, duties and taxes as regulated 

by law until the full payment to the bank is made without requesting signed invoices 

or other supporting documents. The payment obligation of the Cardholder will 

continue to be effective in the case of renewal or replacement of the card by the bank 

and also in the case of termination for any reason. Without prior notice to the 

Cardholder, the bank reserves and has full right to:

(A) Agree or reject the issuance of Credit Card to the Cardholder even if the 

Cardholder satisfies the requirements for issuance stipulated by the bank;

(B) Approve or reject transaction even if the transaction is within the available limit;

(C) Terminate the use of the Credit Card of the Cardholder at any time;

(D) Increase or decrease the limit;

(E) Refuse to re-issue, renew, replace or extend the card;

(F) Modify, limit, or cancel services, features relating to card and Account of the 

Cardholder.

The bank should not be held liable for any costs or damages claimed by the 

Cardholder if the bank does not approve any transaction from the account of the 

Cardholder or if the merchant does not accept the card even if the transaction is 

within the limit available. The bank can limit the daily numbers and/or the daily 

amount of the transaction.

៣.១

៣.២

3.1

3.2

4. ហត�េល�េ�េលើប័ណ� / Signature on the card
េ�េពលទទួល�នប័ណ� ��សប័់ណ��ត�វចុះ ហត�េល���មៗេ�េលើប័ណ� (េ�យេ�បើហត�េល�

ែដលដូច��េ�នឹងហត�េល� ែដលប��ញេ�ក��ង�ក��េស�ើសុេំ�បើ��សប័់ណ�) និងេ�េលើឯក�រ

/លខិិតស�ពីី�រទទួល��លៃ់ន�រទទួល�ន�មួយ ែដលត�ម�វេ�យធ��រ និង�ត�វេធ�ើ�រប���ន

�តលប់មក�ន់ធ��រវ�ញនូវឯក�រ�ងំេ�ះ។ ហត�េល�របស�់�សប័់ណ�េ�េលើប័ណ�ឥណ�ន  

ឬេ�េលើរ�យ�រណទិ៍ញទំនិញ រ�យ�រណ�៍បតិបត��ិរសក�ប័ី�តឥណ�ន រ�យ�រណ៍

ដក��ក់ និង/ឬរ�យ�រណស៍�ពីីបន��កែផ�កហរិ��វត��  និង/ឬ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ� និង

/ឬ�រប���ន�តលប់មកវ�ញនូវឯក�រ/លិខិតស�ីពី�រទទួល��ល់ៃន�រទទួល�ននឹងបេង�ើត�

ភស���ងចង��ប់ និង��នមន�លិែដលប��ក់អំពី�របេង�ើតកិច��ពមេ�ពៀងេនះរ�ង��សប័់ណ�

�មួយនឹងធ��រ។ 

Upon receiving Credit Card, Cardholder shall immediately sign on the backside of 

Credit Card (using the same signature as that appearing on the application form of 

the card) and on any acknowledgement of receipt required by the bank and return 

such acknowledgement of receipt to the bank. The signature of the Cardholder on 

Credit Card or on any sales draft, transaction record, credit voucher, cash disburse-

ment draft and/or other financial charge record and/or the use of the card and/or 

return of the acknowledgement or receipt will constitute binding and conclusive 

evidence of the Cardholder entering into this agreement with the bank. 

៤.១ 4.1

5. �រេចញប័ណ�ឥណ�ន និង�រ�ក់ឱ��ដំេណើរ�រៃនប័ណ�ឥណ�ន / Credit Card Issuance and Activation

�មរយៈ�រទទួល�ន�ក��េស�ើសុេំ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេ�យធ��រ និងេ�យមិនគិតពី

លក�ណៈវ�និច�យ័ែដលអ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុ�ំត�វបំេពញក��ង�រេស�ើសុេំ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ធ��រ

�នសទិ�ដូិច�ងេ��ម៖

(ក) បដិេសធ�ក��េស�ើសុ ំេ�យពំុ��ំច់ផ�លមូ់លេហតុ�មួយ ឬ

(ខ) េចញប័ណ�ឥណ�ន ជូនអ�កេស�ើសុ ំ�ម�រេស�ើសុ។ំ  

េដើម��េីចញប័ណ�ឥណ�ន �ម�រេស�ើសុរំបសអ់�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុ ំ ធ��រ �ចត�ម�វឱ��

អ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុ ំ�ក់ជូនធ��រនូវចំនួន�ច់��ក់�ក់�ក់ក��ងគណនីធ��រ ឬ អចលនវត��

របស�់�សប័់ណ� េដើម���ីក់��ទព����េលើ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេចញេ�យធ��រ 

(“�ទព����”) េលើកែលងែត�ន�រ�ពមេ�ពៀងេផ��ងពីេនះ េ�យធ��រ។ 

ចំេ�ះគណនី�ជីវកម� �កុមហ៊នុ�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក����សប័់ណ� បុ៉ែន�ប័ណ�ឥណ�ននឹង�ត�វ�ន

េចញជូននិង�ក់េ��ះអ�កតំ�ង�សបច��ប់របស�់កុមហ៊នុ  េ�ងេ��ម�រ�យតៃម�  និង �រ

អនុម័តយល�់ពមរបសធ់��រ។ 

ស��ប់ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន ប��ប់ពី�ត�វ�នេចញជូន និង�ត�វ�នទទួលយកប័ណ�ឥណ�ន េ�យ

អ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុែំដល�ត�វ�នអនុម័តយល�់ពម ធ��រ�ចត�ម�វឱ��អ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុេំធ�ើ�រ

ចុះហត�េល���មៗេលើ��ងំហត�េល�ែដលស�តិេ��ងេ��យៃនប័ណ�ឥណ�ន។

ធ��ររក��សទិ�បិ���ប់ដំេណើរ�រប័ណ� �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�មិន�នមកទទួលយកប័ណ�ក��ង

រយៈេពល បី (៣) ែខ គិត�ប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទេចញប័ណ�។

��សប័់ណ�េដើម�ចេស�ើសុធំ��រឱ��េចញប័ណ�រង ស�តិេ��មេ��ះគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�នរបស់

��សប័់ណ�េដើម អនុេ�ម�មប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ។ �ម

ឆ��នុសទិ��ិ�ច់មុខរបសខ់��ន ធ��រ�ចបដិេសធមិនេចញប័ណ�ឥណ�នបែន�មេ�យពំុ��ំច់

��ប់ពីមូលេហតុ។ �បសនិេបើ ធ��រយល�់ពមេចញប័ណ�ឥណ�នរង �ម�រេស�ើសុរំបស�់�ស់

ប័ណ�េដើម េ�ះ��សប័់ណ�រង នឹង�ត�វ�នអនុ��តឱ��េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន�តឹមក�មិតអតិបរ�

ៃនក�មិតឥណ�នរបសគ់ណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ន ែដល�ត�វ�នអនុម័តយល�់ពមេ�យធ��រ 

និងស�តិេ��ម�រទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ងំ�សងុរបស�់�សប័់ណ�េដើម។

ធ��រ �ចអនុ��តឱ����សប័់ណ�េធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរែដល�នតៃម�សរបុេលើសពីក�មិតឥណ�ន 

�សប�មប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ�ន។ ��សប័់ណ� �ត�វ

ទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ងំ�សងុ ចំេ�ះ�ល�់និភ័យែដល�ចេកើត�នេឡើង �ក់ទងនឹង�រេធ�ើ�បតិបត�ិ

�រេនះ។

��សប័់ណ� �ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះ�ល�់រេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ�ងំអស ់ ែដល�ត�វ�នេធ�ើេឡើង េ�យ

�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន េ�ះបី�បតិបត��ិរេ�ះ �ត�វ�នេធ�ើេទ��ើងេ�យ�ន ឬ��ន�រអនុ��ត 

ឬ ដឹងឮេ�យ��សប័់ណ�ក៏េ�យ។

Subject to the bank’s receipt of a Credit Card application and regardless of whether 

the applicant meets all criteria when applying for the Credit Card, the bank has the 

right to:

1. Reject the application without any obligation to provide any reason; or

b. Issue the visa Credit Card to the applicant as requested.

In order to issue Credit Card at the request of the applicant, the bank may require 

the applicant to offer to the bank certain amount of cash in the account(s), real 

estate of the Cardholder as a collateral to secure the use of the credit card issued by 

the bank (“collateral”), unless otherwise agreed by the bank. 

In case of a corporate account, the company shall be considered as the Cardholder 

but Credit Card shall be issued in the name of the company’s authorized representa-

tive(s) subject to the evaluation and approval of the bank. 

For Credit Card, upon issuance and collection of the Credit Card by the approved 

applicant, the bank may require the applicant to immediately sign on the signature 

panel on the back of the Credit Card.

The bank reserves the right to cancel Credit Card if it has not been collected by 

cardholder for more than three (3) months after the issuing date.

The principal Cardholder can request the bank to issue supplementary card(s) 

under his/her credit card account in accordance with this Credit Card terms and 

conditions. The bank may, at its sole discretion, reject the request for the issuance 

of the supplementary card without providing any reason. If the bank agrees to issue 

the supplementary Credit Card at the request of the principal Cardholder, the 

supplementary Cardholder is authorized to use the Credit Card to the maximum 

amount of the credit limit of that credit card account as approved by the bank and 

under the sole responsibility of the principal Cardholder.

The bank may allow the Cardholder to undertake any transactions of which total 

value exceeds the credit limit approved in accordance with the provisions of this 

Credit Card terms and conditions. All risks associated with those transactions shall 

be solely responsible by the Cardholder.

The Cardholder is liable for all Credit Card transactions affected by the use of the 

Credit Card whether or not such use is authorized by or known to the Cardholder..

៥.១

៥.២

៥.៣

៥.៤

៥.៥

៥.៦

៥.៧

៥.៨

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8
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�មរយៈ�រទទួល�ន�ក��េស�ើសុេំ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេ�យធ��រ និងេ�យមិនគិតពី

លក�ណៈវ�និច�យ័ែដលអ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុ�ំត�វបំេពញក��ង�រេស�ើសុេំ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ធ��រ

�នសទិ�ដូិច�ងេ��ម៖

(ក) បដិេសធ�ក��េស�ើសុ ំេ�យពំុ��ំច់ផ�លមូ់លេហតុ�មួយ ឬ

(ខ) េចញប័ណ�ឥណ�ន ជូនអ�កេស�ើសុ ំ�ម�រេស�ើសុ។ំ  

េដើម��េីចញប័ណ�ឥណ�ន �ម�រេស�ើសុរំបសអ់�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុ ំ ធ��រ �ចត�ម�វឱ��

អ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុ ំ�ក់ជូនធ��រនូវចំនួន�ច់��ក់�ក់�ក់ក��ងគណនីធ��រ ឬ អចលនវត��

របស�់�សប័់ណ� េដើម���ីក់��ទព����េលើ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេចញេ�យធ��រ 

(“�ទព����”) េលើកែលងែត�ន�រ�ពមេ�ពៀងេផ��ងពីេនះ េ�យធ��រ។ 

ចំេ�ះគណនី�ជីវកម� �កុមហ៊នុ�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក����សប័់ណ� បុ៉ែន�ប័ណ�ឥណ�ននឹង�ត�វ�ន

េចញជូននិង�ក់េ��ះអ�កតំ�ង�សបច��ប់របស�់កុមហ៊នុ  េ�ងេ��ម�រ�យតៃម�  និង �រ

អនុម័តយល�់ពមរបសធ់��រ។ 

ស��ប់ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន ប��ប់ពី�ត�វ�នេចញជូន និង�ត�វ�នទទួលយកប័ណ�ឥណ�ន េ�យ

អ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុែំដល�ត�វ�នអនុម័តយល�់ពម ធ��រ�ចត�ម�វឱ��អ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុេំធ�ើ�រ

ចុះហត�េល���មៗេលើ��ងំហត�េល�ែដលស�តិេ��ងេ��យៃនប័ណ�ឥណ�ន។

ធ��ររក��សទិ�បិ���ប់ដំេណើរ�រប័ណ� �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�មិន�នមកទទួលយកប័ណ�ក��ង

រយៈេពល បី (៣) ែខ គិត�ប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទេចញប័ណ�។

��សប័់ណ�េដើម�ចេស�ើសុធំ��រឱ��េចញប័ណ�រង ស�តិេ��មេ��ះគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�នរបស់

��សប័់ណ�េដើម អនុេ�ម�មប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ។ �ម

ឆ��នុសទិ��ិ�ច់មុខរបសខ់��ន ធ��រ�ចបដិេសធមិនេចញប័ណ�ឥណ�នបែន�មេ�យពំុ��ំច់

��ប់ពីមូលេហតុ។ �បសនិេបើ ធ��រយល�់ពមេចញប័ណ�ឥណ�នរង �ម�រេស�ើសុរំបស�់�ស់

ប័ណ�េដើម េ�ះ��សប័់ណ�រង នឹង�ត�វ�នអនុ��តឱ��េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន�តឹមក�មិតអតិបរ�

ៃនក�មិតឥណ�នរបសគ់ណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ន ែដល�ត�វ�នអនុម័តយល�់ពមេ�យធ��រ 

និងស�តិេ��ម�រទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ងំ�សងុរបស�់�សប័់ណ�េដើម។

ធ��រ �ចអនុ��តឱ����សប័់ណ�េធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរែដល�នតៃម�សរបុេលើសពីក�មិតឥណ�ន 

�សប�មប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ�ន។ ��សប័់ណ� �ត�វ

ទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ងំ�សងុ ចំេ�ះ�ល�់និភ័យែដល�ចេកើត�នេឡើង �ក់ទងនឹង�រេធ�ើ�បតិបត�ិ

�រេនះ។

��សប័់ណ� �ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះ�ល�់រេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ�ងំអស ់ ែដល�ត�វ�នេធ�ើេឡើង េ�យ

�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន េ�ះបី�បតិបត��ិរេ�ះ �ត�វ�នេធ�ើេទ��ើងេ�យ�ន ឬ��ន�រអនុ��ត 

ឬ ដឹងឮេ�យ��សប័់ណ�ក៏េ�យ។

Subject to the bank’s receipt of a Credit Card application and regardless of whether 

the applicant meets all criteria when applying for the Credit Card, the bank has the 

right to:

1. Reject the application without any obligation to provide any reason; or

b. Issue the visa Credit Card to the applicant as requested.

In order to issue Credit Card at the request of the applicant, the bank may require 

the applicant to offer to the bank certain amount of cash in the account(s), real 

estate of the Cardholder as a collateral to secure the use of the credit card issued by 

the bank (“collateral”), unless otherwise agreed by the bank. 

In case of a corporate account, the company shall be considered as the Cardholder 

but Credit Card shall be issued in the name of the company’s authorized representa-

tive(s) subject to the evaluation and approval of the bank. 

For Credit Card, upon issuance and collection of the Credit Card by the approved 

applicant, the bank may require the applicant to immediately sign on the signature 

panel on the back of the Credit Card.

The bank reserves the right to cancel Credit Card if it has not been collected by 

cardholder for more than three (3) months after the issuing date.

The principal Cardholder can request the bank to issue supplementary card(s) 

under his/her credit card account in accordance with this Credit Card terms and 

conditions. The bank may, at its sole discretion, reject the request for the issuance 

of the supplementary card without providing any reason. If the bank agrees to issue 

the supplementary Credit Card at the request of the principal Cardholder, the 

supplementary Cardholder is authorized to use the Credit Card to the maximum 

amount of the credit limit of that credit card account as approved by the bank and 

under the sole responsibility of the principal Cardholder.

The bank may allow the Cardholder to undertake any transactions of which total 

value exceeds the credit limit approved in accordance with the provisions of this 

Credit Card terms and conditions. All risks associated with those transactions shall 

be solely responsible by the Cardholder.

The Cardholder is liable for all Credit Card transactions affected by the use of the 

Credit Card whether or not such use is authorized by or known to the Cardholder..

៥.១

៥.២

៥.៣

៥.៤

៥.៥

៥.៦

៥.៧

៥.៨

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

6. �បេភទប័ណ�ឥណ�ន / Credit Card Type
ប័ណ�ឥណ�នវ�� គឺ�ប័ណ���ស�កិែដល�ន��កស��ធ��រ និងនិមិត�ស��វ��េ�ែផ�ក

�ងមុខៃនប័ណ�។ ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន �ត�វេស�ើសុ�ំ�ប់�មួយគណនីេ��មត�ម�វ�រ េហើយ

ធ��រ នឹងេធ�ើ�រសកិ��ឥណ�ន េ��ម��ក់ចំណ�ល និង�មលទ��ព�ក់ែស�ង។

ធ��រ េ�ះពុម��បេភទប័ណ�ឥណ�ន េ��មត�ម�វ�រេ�បើ��សរ់បសអ់តិថិជនរមួ�ន

(ក) ប័ណ�ឥណ�នវ����សុកីស��ប់បុគ�ល

(ខ) ប័ណ�ឥណ�នវ����ទីនីមស��ប់បុគ�ល

(គ) ប័ណ�ឥណ�នវ��េ��លស��ប់នីតិបុគ�ល

ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន �នសពុល�ពក��ង�រេ�បើ��សរ់យៈេពល�� ំ(៥) �� ំ�ប់ពីៃថ�េចញប័ណ�និង�ច

េធ�ើ�រេស�ើសុេំចញប័ណ�េឡើងវ�ញ�នេ�យ�ន�រេស�ើសុ។ំ

Visa Credit Card is a plastic card bearing the bank logo and visa logo on the front of 

card. A Cardholder is granted a line of credit with an account that you request, and 

the bank will assess your credit worthiness.

The bank issues type of cards to meet customer’s need and demand including the 

following:

(A) Visa Credit Classic for individual customer

(B) Visa Credit Platinum for individual customer

(C) Visa Credit Gold for corporate customer.

Credit Card has 5-year validity period from issuance date and may get renewed or 

re-issued upon request.

៦.១

៦.២

៦.៣

6.1

6.2

6.3

7. ក�មិតឥណ�ន / Credit Limit

គណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ននីមួយៗ នឹង�ត�វ�នអនុ��តឱ��េ�បើ��សក់��ងចំនួនទឹក��ក់អតិបរ� 

(“ក�មិតឥណ�ន”) ដូច�នអនុម័តយល�់ពមេ�យធ��រ។ ក�មិតឥណ�ន នឹង�ត�វ�នែចករ�ែលក

រ�ង��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន និង��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នរង ។

ធ��រ �នសទិ�កិ��ង�របេង�ើន ឬបន�យក�មិតឥណ�ន េ�យអនុេ�មេ��ម�រេស�ើសុរំបស់

��សប័់ណ� ឬ�មឆ��នុសទិ��ិ�ច់មុខរបសធ់��រ េ�យេ�ង�ម�បវត�ៃិនគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ

�នរបស�់�សប័់ណ�។ មុនេពលែដលធ��រេចញេសចក�សីេ�មច�មួយេលើ�របេង�ើន ឬបន�យ

ក�មិតឥណ�ន មិនត�ម�វឱ���ន�រប��ក់យល�់ពម��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រ�មុនពី��ស់

ប័ណ�េទ��ើយ។

��សប័់ណ� �ត�វ�ម�ន�រអនុវត��តព�កិច�របសខ់��ន េចៀស�ង�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន 

េលើសក�មិតឥណ�ន។ ��សប័់ណ��ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វទូ�ត់�ល�់បតិបត��ិរ�ងំទ��យ និងចំ�យ

េផ��ងៗ ែដល�លទ�ផលៃន�បតិបត��ិរេលើសក�មិតឥណ�ន។ 

ធ��រ រក��សទិ�កិ��ង�របដិេសធ�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយ   ព���រ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នរបស�់�ស់

ប័ណ� និង/ឬ គិតកៃ�មេស�េលើ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេ�យហសួក�មិតឥណ�ន េ��ម

�រកំណត់របស់ធ��រេ�ងេ��មេ�ល�រណ៍កៃ�មេស�និងក�មិត�បតិបត�ិ�រេ�យមិន

��ំច់ជូនដំណងឹ�មុនេទ��ើយ �បសនិេបើ�ន�រេ�បើ��សេ់លើសក�មិតឥណ�ន។ �រអនុ��តឱ��

ដំេណើរ�រ�បតិបត��ិរែដល�ត�វ�នេធ�ើេ�យហសួក�មិតឥណ�ន មិន�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក�ធ��រ

បេង�ើនក�មិតឥណ�នជូន��សប័់ណ�េឡើយ។ ធ��រ �ច�ម�រឱ��េធ�ើ�រទូ�ត់��មៗនូវចំនួន

ទឹក��ក់ែដលេលើសក�មិតឥណ�នេ�ះ េ��មឆ��នុសទិ�ែិតមួយគត់របសខ់��ន។ �រេ�បើ��ស់

ប័ណ�ឥណ�នេលើសក�មិតឥណ�ន េ�យ��ន�រយល�់ពម�មុនពីធ��រ �ត�វ�ត់ទុក�

�អំេពើែក�ងបន�រំបស�់�សប័់ណ�។

Each Credit Card account will be granted the maximum credit limit (“credit limit”) as 

approved by the bank. This credit limit shall be shared by among principal Cardhold-

erand supplemental Cardholder. 

The bank is entitled to increase or decrease the credit limit whether pursuant to the 

request of the Cardholder or at its sole discretion due to the history of the Cardhold-

er’s Credit Card account. Written confirmation from the Cardholder is not required 

prior to the bank’s decision on the increasing or decreasing of any Credit Limit.

The Cardholder shall keep track of his/her obligations so as not to exceed the credit 

limit at any given time. The Cardholder shall be responsible for settling all the 

transactions and all fees resulting from the transaction exceeding the credit limit.

The bank reserves the right, without prior notice, to decline any transaction, 

suspend the Credit Card of the Cardholder and/or charge an over-limit fee as 

determined by the bank pursuant to the fee guideline and transaction limit, if the 

credit limit has been exceeded. By authorizing a transaction which results in 

exceeding the credit limit, the bank is not increasing the Cardholder’s credit limit. 

The bank may demand immediate payment of any amount used in excess of the 

credit limit, at the bank’s sole discretion. The use of the credit card in excess of the 

credit limit, without prior approval of the bank, shall be considered as a fraudulent 

act of the Cardholder.

៧.១

៧.២

៧.៣

៧.៤

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

8. ប័ណ�រង / Supplementary Card

�មឆ��នុសទិ��ិ�ច់មុខ និង�ម�រេស�ើសុរំបស�់�សប័់ណ� ធ��រ�ចេចញប័ណ�រងេ��ម�រ

េស�ើសុរំបស�់�សប័់ណ�។ �លប់��ត�និិងលក�ខណ�ដូចែដល�នែចងក��ង�ប�រេនះ �ត�វអនុវត�េលើ

ករណេីផ��ងេទៀតរបស�់�សប័់ណ�រង េហើយ��សប័់ណ�រង�ចអនុវត��ម ប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�េផ��ង 

ែដលធ��រ សន�ត���រ��ំច់។

��សប័់ណ�េដើម�ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះធ��រនូវទឹក��ក់សរបុ�ងំអស ់ែដលដលៃ់ថ�កំណត់សង 

និងេ�ជំ�ក់ ធ��រ ែដលេកើតេឡើងពី�រេ�បើ��ស�់ងំប័ណ�េដើម និងប័ណ�រង។

The bank may in its absolute discretion and at the request of the Cardholder issue 

the supplementary card(s) to the supplementary Cardholder(s). All the terms and 

conditions herein shall apply mutatis mutandis to the supplementary Cardholder(s) 

and the supplementary Cardholder(s) may be subject to such other terms and 

conditions as the bank may deem necessary.

The principal Cardholder shall be liable to the bank for all sums and payments due 

and owing to the bank howsoever arising from the use of both the principal card and 

the supplementary card(s).

៨.១

៨.២

8.1

8.2
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ធ��រ រក��សទិ�កិ��ង�រប��ញព័ត៌�ន�ក់ទង នឹង��សប័់ណ�រងេ�ឱ����សប័់ណ�េដើម រមួប���ល

ែតមិនកំណត់េ�េលើស�តិិៃន�បតិបត��ិរ និងស�តិិៃនចំនួនទឹក��ក់ ែដលេ�ជំ�ក់របសប័់ណ�រង។

�រប��ប់�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�េដើម ឬកិច��ពមេ�ពៀងរបស�់�សប័់ណ�េដើម�មួយធ��រ េ�យ

មូលេហតុអ�ក៏ីេ�យ �រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�រង ែដល�នេចញរចួេហើយេ�ះ�ត�វ�នប��ប់េ�យ

ស�យ័�បវត�។ិ

The bank reserves the right to disclose any information pertaining to the supplemen-

tary Cardholder(s) to the principal Cardholder, including but not limited to transac-

tion data and outstanding amount data on the supplementary card(s).

Upon termination of use the principal card or the principal Cardholder’s agreement 

with the bank for whatever reason, the use of the supplementary card(s) issued 

there under shall also be terminated. 

៨.៣

៨.៤

8.3

8.4

10. �បតិបត�ិ�រ�ច់��ក់ / Cash Transaction
��សប័់ណ� �ចេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ�ច់��ក់�មរយៈ�គឹះ��នទទួល�រទូ�ត់ (�គឹះ��នែដល�ន

�រសហ�រ ចុះកិច��ពមេ�ពៀង�មួយវ��)។ ស��ប់ព័ត៌�នបែន�មអំពី�បតិបត��ិរដក��ក់ សមូ

េមើលេលើខិត�ប័ណ�ព័ត៌�នស�អំីពីៃថ�េស�កម�និងកៃ�មេផ��ងៗ។ �ល�់បតិបត��ិរដក��ក់�ងំអស ់ែដល

េធ�ើេឡើង�មរយៈប័ណ��ត�វេធ�ើេឡើងេ�យ��សប័់ណ�ែត��ក់គត់។ ��សប័់ណ� លះបង់សទិ��ិម�រ�រ

ប��ញឯក�រ��ំទ ែដល�ក់ទងនឹង�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយរបសប័់ណ� និងទទួល��ល�់

 រ�យ�រណរ៍បសធ់��រ �ត�វ�នសន�ត��តឹម�ត�វ។

ធ��រ រក��សទិ�កិ��ង�រក�មិតចំនួនទឹក��ក់របស�់បតិបត��ិរដក��ក់នីមួយៗ ឬចំនួនទឹក��ក់

សរបុៃន�បតិបត��ិរដក��ក់�មរយៈប័ណ�ក��ងមួយៃថ�េ�ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ែដល�នកំណត់ ឬែដល�ន

ែកែ�ប�មឆ��នុសទិ�រិបសធ់��រ េ�យមិន��ំច់ជូនដំណងឹទុក�មុនដល�់�សប័់ណ�។

�បតិបត�ិ�រ��ច់��ក់មិន�ត�វ�នអនុវត�ចំេ�ះនិងមិនអនុ��តិេធ�ើេឡើងេ�យអតិថិជននីតិ

បុគ�ល េឡើយ។

The Cardholder may avail of cash transaction through settlement organizations, 

please refer to the fees and charges brochure for full details on cash transaction, it 

is understood and agreed that all cash transactions made with the card shall solely 

be made by a Cardholder, the Cardholder hereby expressly waives the presentation 

of any supporting document in relation to any card transaction, and acknowledges 

that the records of the bank are conclusively presumed to be correct,

The bank reserves the right to limit the value of each cash transaction or the 

total amount of all cash transaction on the card in a day, with prior notice to the 

Cardholder by any means, to an amount determined and/or amended at the bank's 

sole discretion.

VISA Gold Corporate Cardholder is not applicable and not allowed to perform Cash 

Transaction.

១០.១

១០.២

១០.៣

10.1

10.2

10.3

9. �បតិបត�ិ�រទិញទំនិញ(ទំនិញ/េស�កម�) / Sale Transaction
��សប័់ណ� �ចេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�េដើម��េីធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរទិញទំនិញ េ�ក��ង�ងរបស�់ណជិ�ករ

�មួយ។ ��សប័់ណ� �ត�វផ�លព័់ត៌�នឱ���ន�តឹម�ត�វ�ម�រេស�ើសុរំបសធ់��រ ស��ប់េ�ល

បំណងអនុ��តេលើ�បតិបត��ិររបសធ់��រ។  ធ��រ �នសទិ�ដិកឥណពន�ពីគណនីប័ណ��ម

ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ ែដល��សប័់ណ��នេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ។ 

��សប័់ណ�េ�បើប័ណ�េដើម��ទិីញទំនិញ ឬេស�កម��មរយៈេគហទំព័រអន�ញ ឬេគហទំព័រ�មួយ 

��សប័់ណ��ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ងំ�សងុចំេ�ះ សវុត��ិពក��ង�រេ�បើ��សេ់�ះ�គប់េពលេវ�។ ��ស់

ប័ណ�យល�់សប��រប���លព័ត៌�នៃនប័ណ�េ�ក��ងអ៊�នេធើេណត នឹង�ត�វ�ត់ទុក�ភស���ង

�គប់��ន់ៃន�ព�តឹម�ត�វក��ង�រែណ�ឱំ���ន�បតិបត��ិរេ�ះ។ ធ��រមិន�ន�តព�កិច�េផ��ង

��ត់អត�ស��ណ ឬ ឬសទិ�រិបសបុ់គ�ល���ក់ ែដល�នប���លព័ត៌�នៃនប័ណ�របស�់�ស់

ប័ណ�េឡើយ េហើយធ��រ មិនទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះ�រេធ�ើសកម��ពៃន�រេ�បើ��សព័់ត៌�នៃន

ប័ណ�េឡើយេ�យមិនគិត�េតើបុគ�ល� ែដល�ត�វ�នអនុ��តឱ��េធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ េហើយក៏មិន

គិតពី��ន�ព ែដល�ត�វអនុវត�ក��ងេពលៃន�បតិបត��ិរេនះេឡើយ។ 

ធ��រ មិនទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះគុណ�ព ឬ�រប���នទំនិញ ឬេស�កម�ែដល�នេធ�ើ�រទូ�ត់

�មរយៈ�បតិបត��ិរទិញេឡើយ។  �លវ់��ទ�ងំអសែ់ដល�ក់ទងនឹង�បតិបត��ិរទិញ�ប��រ�ង

��សប័់ណ� និង�ណជិ�ករែតបុ៉េ��ោះ។

��សប័់ណ��ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ល�់រ�ម�រ �រទូ�ត់ និងប���ក់ព័ន���េ�យ��ល�់មួយ

�ណជិ�ករ។

��សប័់ណ��ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ងំ�សងុ េ�ះស�តិក��ង�លៈេទសៈ�ក៏េ�យ េហើយេ�ះបី��ន 

ឬ��នចំេណះដឹងក��ង�រេ�បើ��ស ់ ឬ�រេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយ ែដលប៉ះ�លដ់ល�់បតិបត��ិរ

ប័ណ�ក៏េ�យ។

The Cardholder may use the card to make sales transaction(s) at any merchant. 

The Cardholder must provide duly needed accurate information, as the bank 

requires for transaction approval. The bank has the right to debit the card account 

with any transaction amount conducted by the Cardholder.

Cardholder uses the card to purchase goods or services through online internet 

sites or portals, Cardholder shall be solely responsible for the security of such use at 

all times. Cardholder agrees that the entry of the card information on the internet 

shall be sufficient proof of the authenticity of such transaction instructions. The bank 

shall not be under any obligation to verify the identity or the authority of the person 

entering the Cardholder’s card information and the bank shall not be liable for action 

on such use of the card information regardless of whether the person is so 

authorized and regardless of the circumstance prevailing at the time of transaction. 

The bank is not responsible for the delivery or quality of goods or services paid 

through sales transaction. Any and all disputes related thereto are solely between 

the Cardholder and the merchant.

The Cardholder is responsible for all claims, settlements and any other related 

matters directly with the merchant.

The Cardholder shall be fully responsible under no circumstances and whether with 

or without knowledge, use or allow the use of the card to affect any card transaction.

៩.១

៩.២

៩.៣

៩.៤

៩.៥
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11. កៃ�មេស� / Fees and Charges
��សប័់ណ� �ត�វបង់នូវ�លក់ៃ�មេស��ងំទ��យែដល�ក់ទងនឹង�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន រមួ

ប���លែតមិនក�មិត�តឹម កៃ�មេស�ដូច�ងេ��ម (“កៃ�មេស�ធ��រ”) េ�ងេ��ម

េ�ល�រណៃ៍នតៃម�េស� និង ក�មិត�បតិបត��ិរ៖ 

(ក) កៃ�មេស�េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន�ប��ំ� ំែដល�ត�វគិតៃថ�មួយ��មំ�ង េហើយ�ត�វអនុវត�ចំេ�ះ

��សប័់ណ�េដើម និង��សប័់ណ�រង លះុ��ែត�ន�រេលើកែលងេផ��ងពីេនះ េ�យធ��រ។ កៃ�ម

េស�េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន�ប��ំ�េំនះ �ត�វ�នកំណត់ និង�ប�សេ�យធ��រ េ�យ�ន�រ

ជូនដំណងឹ�មុនដល�់�សប័់ណ��មរយៈមេធ���យសម�សប�មួយ េហើយ�ចេធ�ើ�រ��សប់��រ

�គប់េពលេវ� ��សយ័េ��មឆ��នុសទិ�ែិតមួយគត់របសធ់��រ។ ធ��រ �ចគិតកៃ�មេស�

េលើ�របន��រ�ថ� ីនិង/ឬ េស�េលើ�រ�ក់ឱ��េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេឡើងវ�ញ េ��មឆ��នុសទិ�ិ

ែតមួយគត់របសខ់��ន េ�យមិន��ំច់េធ�ើ�រជូនដំណងឹ�មុនេ��ន់��សប័់ណ�េទ��ើយ។ �លក់ៃ�ម

េស�េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន�ប��ំ�ែំដល�នទូ�ត់រចួ មិន�ចដកវ�ញ�នេទ��ើយ េ�ះបី�

ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន�ត�វ�នព���រ ឬ ប���ប់�រេ�បើ��ស ់ឬ �ត�វ�នេ�ះបង់េ�លេ�យ��សប័់ណ�មុន

�លបរ�េច�ទផុតកំណត់ក៏េ�យ។ 

The Cardholder must pay all fees and charges associated with the Credit Card 

including, but not limited to, the following fees (“bank’s fees and charges”) 

pursuant to the fee guideline and transaction limit:

(a) Annual fee of the Credit Card will be charged automatically from Cardholder’s 

account once per year and is applicable for both principal and supplementary 

Cardholder, unless waived by the bank. This annual fee is fixed and announced by 

the bank with prior notice to the Cardholder by any means, is subject to change from 

time to time at the sole discretion of the bank. Renewal and/or reinstatement of the 

Credit Card and the fee thereof may be charged by the bank at its sole discretion and 

without prior notice to the Cardholder. All annual fees which have already been paid 

are non-refundable even if the Credit Card is suspended or terminated, or if the Credit 

Card is surrendered by the Cardholder before the expiry date.

១១.១ 11.1
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(ខ) កៃ�មេស�បុេរ�ប�ន�ច់��ក់  នឹង�ត�វ�នគិតៃថ�  េ�េពលែដល��សប័់ណ�ដក��ក់ពី

��សុនីេអធីអឹម ឬ��សុនីឆូត�ត។

(គ) កៃ�មេស�ប��ររបិូយប័ណ�បរេទស នឹង�ត�វ�នគិតៃថ� េ�េពល�ន�បតិបត��ិរប��ររបិូយប័ណ�

បរេទសែដលមិនែមន�របិូយប័ណ�ដុ��រ�េមរ�ក ��សយ័េ��ម�បតិបត��ិរ�របិូយប័ណ�បរេទស

េ�ះ និងេពលេវ�ែដល�បតិបត��ិរេ�ះ �ត�វ�នប��ញេ�ក��ងក��ងគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ន។ 

(ឃ) កៃ�មេស�េ�បើ��សេ់លើសក�មិតឥណ�ន នឹង�ត�វ�នគិតៃថ� េ�េពលែដល��សប័់ណ�េធ�ើ

�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយេលើសពីក�មិតឥណ�ន ឬ ក�មិតបុេរ�ប�ន�ច់��ក់។

(ង) កៃ�មេស�ទូ�ត់យតឺ នឹង�ត�វ�នគិត �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�ខក�នក��ង�រទូ�ត់េ��ល

បរ�េច�ទកំណត់សងនិមួយៗ ក��ងករណេីនះគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ននឹង�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក��ត�វ�ន

បំ�ន។ 

(ច) កៃ�មេស�រ�យ�រណស៍��ន នឹង�ត�វ�នគិតៃថ� េ�េពល��សប័់ណ�េស�ើសុរំ�យ�រណមួ៍យ

ច��ប់េដើម បែន�មពីេលើច��ប់េដើមែដល�នទទួលពីធ��រេហើយ។

(ឆ) កៃ�មេស�បង់�តទ��ប់វ�ញែដលមិន�តឹម�ត�វ នឹង�ត�វ�នគិតៃថ� េ�េពលែដល��សប័់ណ�េស�ើសុំ

�របង់�តទ��ប់វ�ញែដល�នលកក�ណៈមិន�តឹម�ត�វ �មឆ��នុសទិ�ែិតមួយគត់របសធ់��រ។ 

(ជ) កៃ�មេស���សប់��រប័ណ�ឥណ�នថ� ីនឹង�ត�វ�នគិតៃថ� េ�េពលែដល��សប័់ណ�េស�ើសុ�ំ�ស់

ប��រប័ណ�ឥណ�នថ�មុីន�លបរ�េច�ទផុតកំណត់ ឬ េ�យមូលេហតុ�ត់បង់ ឬ �ត�វ�នេគលចួ ឬ 

ខូច�ត។

��សប័់ណ�យល�់ពម� ធ��រ�ច�ត់កងកៃ�មេស�េផ��ងៗ េ�យស�យ័�បវត� ិ េចញពីគណនី

ធ��រែដល�នកំណត់��មៗ ឬ េ�ក��ងរ�យ�ណប៍��ប់ៃនគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ន េ�ក��ងករណី

�មួយែដល�ចអនុវត��ន។ ព័ត៌�នលម�តិស�អំីពីកៃ�មេស� �ត�វកំណត់ក��ងឯក�រ�ក់ព័ន�ស�ពីី

កៃ�មេស�របសធ់��រ។

��សប័់ណ� �ត�វ�នទឹក��ក់�គប់��ន់ ក��ង�រេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយ េបើមិនដូេ��ះេទ �រេស�ើសុំ

េធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរនឹង�ត�វ�នបដិេសដ។ 

ធ��រ�នសទិ�កិ��ង�រេធ�ើវ�េ�ធនកម� ឬ ��សប់��រកៃ�មេស�របសធ់��រ េ��ម�រយលេ់ឃើញ

សមរម��របសធ់��រ។ ធ��រនឹងជូនដំណងឹេ��ន់��សប័់ណ��មុនអំពី�រ��សប់��រកៃ�មេស�

�មួយ �មរយៈេគហទំព័ររបសធ់��រ ឬ�មរយៈមេធ���យទំ�ក់ទំនងេផ��ងេទៀតែដល�ច

អនុវត��ន។ 

b. Cash advance fee will be charged as determined by the bank when the 

Cardholder withdraws cash from an ATM and POS machines.

c. Foreign currency conversion fee will be charged on the conversion of foreign 

currency transaction amount which is not United States dollar, depending on the 

foreign transaction currency and on the time the transaction is posted to the Credit 

Card account.

d. Over limit fee will be charged if the Cardholder makes any transaction exceeding 

the credit limit or cash advance limit.

e. Late payment fee will be charged if the Cardholder misses any payment on due 

date, in which case the Credit Card account is considered delinquent. 

f. Duplicate statement fee will be charged when the Cardholder requests a duplicate 

copy of an original statement.

g. Incorrect chargeback fee will be charged at the sole discretion of the bank when 

the Cardholder requests a chargeback that is assessed to be incorrect.

h. Credit Card replacement fee will be charged when a cardholder requests a 

replacement of his/her credit card prior to the expiry date or due to lost/stolen or 

damage.

The Cardholder agrees that all fees and charges will be automatically debited from 

the designated account(s), either immediately or on a subsequent statement, 

whichever is applicable. The details of the above fees are also set out in the bank’s 

fees and charges’ relevant document.

The Cardholder must maintain sufficient funds for any transactions, otherwise the 

requested transaction(s) will be rejected. 

The bank has the right to amend or change the bank’s fees and charges as it 

considers appropriate. The bank will notify the Cardholder in advance via the bank’s 

website or any other applicable means of communication of any change to the fees 

and charges.

១១.២

១១.៣

១១.៤

11.2

11.3

11.4

13. វ�ធី��ស�ទូ�ត់ / Payment Method

��សប័់ណ��ចកំណត់�រទូ�ត់េ�យស�យ័�បវត� ិ េ�យ�រ�ត់��ក់េចញពីគណនីធ��រ

ែដល�នកំណត់របស�់�សប័់ណ� េហើយ��សប័់ណ��ត�វ��� �នសមតុល���គប់��ន់េ�ក��ង

គណនីធ��រែដល�នកំណត់ ស��ប់េធ�ើ�រទូ�ត់សមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់។ �លបរ�េច�ទៃន�រ

ទូ�ត់េ�យស�យ័�បវត� ិ�ត�វ�នកំណត់ឱ���ត�វនឹងមួយ (១) ៃថ�ៃនៃថ�េធ�ើ�រ មុន�លបរ�េច�ទកំណត់

សង េហើយ�រ�ត់��ក់េចញពីគណនីធ��រែដល�នកំណត់របស�់�សប័់ណ� នឹង�ត�វ�នេធ�ើេទ��ើង

េ�ចំ�លបរ�េច�ទកំណត់សង។

��សប័់ណ� �ចេធ�ើ�រទូ�ត់ សមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់ រមួប���លែតមិនកំណត់�តឹម ៃថ�ទិញែដល�ត�វ

បង់ជូន�ណជិ�ករ បុេរ�ប�ន�ច់��ក់ កៃ�មេស� �រ��ក់ ដូច�នប��ក់លម�តិេ�ក��ង

រ�យ�រណប័៍ណ�ឥណ�ន េ���ក់�រក��ល ឬ���មួយរបសធ់��រ េ�យេធ�ើ�រ

ទូ�ត់��ច់��ក់ ឬេធ�ើ�រេផ�រ��ក់�មធ��រ �មរយៈកម�វ�ធីធ��រចលត័ (Mobile 

Banking Application)។ 

�ល�់បតិបត��ិរ និង�រគិតតៃម�េស� នឹង�ត�វបង់េ�យ��សប័់ណ�េ�ធ��រ េ�ៃថ�កំណត់ឬ មុន

ៃថ�ផុតកំណត់ៃនរ�យ�រណ។៍

�រទូ�ត់�ត�វេធ�ើេ��ម���មួយរបសធ់��រ ��ច់��ក់ មូលប���នប�ត ឬេផ�រពីគណនី

មួយេផ��ងេទៀត។ 

The Cardholder can set an auto payment by debiting from the Cardholder’s 

designated account(s) and the Cardholder has to make sure that the balance in the 

designated account(s) must be sufficient for the payment of the outstanding 

balance. The auto payment date will be set to debit from the Cardholder’s designated 

account(s) one (01) business day before the due date and the payment will be 

processed on the due date.

The Cardholder can pay the due outstanding balance including, but not limited to, 

the purchase price paid to the merchant, cash advance, fees or charges, interests 

as detailed in the Credit Card statement by visiting the bank’s head office or any 

branch by cash, fund transfer within banks, or through mobile banking. 

All transactions, fees and charges shall be paid by the Cardholder to the bank on or 

before the due date based on the statement.

Payment can be made at the bank’s branch via cash, cheque or transfer from 

another account.

១៣.១

១៣.២

១៣.៣

១៣.៤

13.1

13.2

13.3

13.4
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12. ក�មិតប័ណ��ប�ំៃថ� / Card Daily Limit 

ចំនួនទឹក��ក់�ងំ�យេ�ក��ងគណនីែដល�ត�វ�នកំណត់ែដល�ន��ប់េ�នឹងប័ណ� �ច�ត�វ

�នេ�បើ��សេ់�យ��សប័់ណ� �មរយៈ��សុនីេអធីអឹម (ATM) ��សុនីឆូត�ត (POS) 

ឬ�បតិបត��ិរទិញ�ម�បព័ន�អន�ញ ឬ�មប��ញអនុវត�ដៃទេទៀត េ��ម�រអនុ��តរបស់

ធ��រ។ បុ៉ែន� ធ��រ �នសទិ�កិ��ង�រកំណត់�ពញកឹ�ប់ ឬចំនួនទឹក��ក់ៃន�រេធ�ើ�បតិបត�ិ

�រែដលរមួប���លនិងមិនក�មិត�តឹម�រទិញឬ�រដក��ក់ (“ក�មិត�ប�ៃំថ�”)។ ��សប័់ណ��ច

េស�ើសុឱំ�� ធ��រេធ�ើ�របេង�ើន ឬបន�យក�មិតប័ណ��ប�ៃំថ�របសប័់ណ� ែដលធ��រ�នេចញជូន 

េ��មចំ�ត់��ក់ និង�បេភទៃនប័ណ� ដូចែដល�ត�វ�នកំណត់�មឆ��នុសទិ�រិបសធ់��រ

  េហើយធ��រ�នសទិ��ិ�ច់មុខក��ង�របដិេសធ ឬអនុម័តយល�់ពម�មសេំណើសុ។ំ

Any amount in the designated account linked to the card is available for the 

Cardholder’s use via ATM, POS or online purchase transaction or other possible 

channels as permitted by the bank. However, the bank has the right to limit the 

frequency or amounts of transactions including, but not limited to, the purchase or 

the withdrawal (“daily limit”). The Cardholder may request the bank to increase or 

decrease the daily limit of the card issued upon his/her card type rank in a 

prescribed for as determined by the bank and the bank, at its absolute discretion, is 

entitled to reject or grant such request. 

១២.១ 12.1
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16. រ�យ�រណ៍ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន / Credit Card Statement
រ�យ�រណប័៍ណ�នឹង�ត�វ�ន�បគលេ់�ឱ����សប័់ណ� ក��ងមួយែខម�ង ឬក៏េ�ចេ��ះេពល�

មួយែដលធ��រ យល�់សមរម��េ��ន់�សយ��នចុងេ��យរបស�់�សប័់ណ�ែដល�នក��ង

កំណត់��របសធ់��រ េហើយរ�យ�រណ�៍ងំអសនឹ់ង�ត�វ�ត់ទុក��នទទួលេ�យ��ស់

ប័ណ�ក��ងអំឡ�ងេពល�� ំ (៥) ៃថ�ៃនៃថ�េធ�ើ�រ គិត�ប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទរបសរ់�យ�រណ៍

ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន។

ប��ប់ពីទទួល�នរ�យ�រណប័៍ណ�ឥណ�ន ��សប័់ណ��ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក��នពិនិត��េមើល�គប់

ទិន�ន័យ�ងំអសក់��ងរ�យ�រណប័៍ណ�េ�ះ។

A statement for the card account will be rendered to the Cardholder once a month or 

at such intervals as the bank may deem fit to the last known address of the 

Cardholder in the bank's record and that it is hereby agreed that all such statements 

shall be deemed to have been received by the Cardholder within 5 working days 

from the statement date.

Upon receiving of the Credit Card statement, the Cardholder is deemed to fully 

examine all entries in the statement.

១៦.១

១៦.២

16.1

16.2
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��សប័់ណ��ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វក��ង�រទូ�ត់ចំនួនសរបុែដល�ត�វបង់េ� ឬមុនៃថ�ផុតកំណត់ដូច�ន 

ប��ញក��ងរ�យ�ណ�៍ប�ែំខែដលេចញេ��ន់��សប័់ណ�។ េ�ះ���ង�ក៏េ�យ��សប័់ណ�

�នជេ�មើសក��ង�រទូ�ត់ចំនួនសរបុែដល�ត�វបង់ ចំនួនទឹក��ក់អប��បរ� ឬចំនួនទឹក��ក់�មួយ

េ�ចេ��ះចំនួនទឹក��ក់សរបុែដល�ត�វបង់ និងចំនួនអប��បរ�េ�ឱ��ធ��រ។ 

�រទូ�ត់�ងំ�យ �ត�វែតេធ�ើេឡើង�របិូយប័ណ� ែដល�នប��ក់ក��ងវ�ក�យប�ត។

The Cardholder shall be liable to pay the total amount due on or before the due date 

as shown in the monthly statement issued to the Cardholder. The Cardholder, 

however, shall have the option to pay the total amount due, the minimum amount or 

any amount in between the total amount due and minimum amount to the bank.

All payments shall be made in the statement as USD currency.

១៣.៥

១៣.៦

13.5

13.6

14. អ���រ��ក់ និង�រគណ��រ��ក់ / Interest Rate and Interest Calculation
ប��ប់ពី�នអនុម័តយល�់ពមេលើ�ក��េស�ើសុេំ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ែដល�ន�ក់ជូនេ�យ

អ�ក�ក់�ក��េស�ើសុ ំ ធ��រនឹងេធ�ើ�រែណ��ំ�សប័់ណ�អំពីអ���គរយ�ប��ំ�/ំ�ប�ែំខ ែដល

កំពុងអនុវត�។ 

ធ��រ �នសទិ�កិ��ង�រែកែ�បអ���រ��ក់ �គប់េពលេវ� �មឆ��នុសទិ�ែិតមួយគត់របសខ់��ន 

េហើយធ��រនឹងេធ�ើ�រជូនដំណងឹេ���សប័់ណ��មុន �មរយៈេគហទំព័ររបសធ់��រ ឬ �មរយៈ

មេធ���យទំ�ក់ទំនងេផ��ងេទៀតែដល�ចអនុវត��ន។ 

��សប័់ណ� យល�់ពមក��ង�របង់�រ��ក់េលើសមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់ធ��រ។ 

�រ��ក់ស��ប់�បតិបត��ិរទិញ កៃ�មេស� និង�ល�់រ�ត់ទឹក��ក់��េចញពីគណនីធ��រ 

(មិន�ប់ប���ល�បតិបត��ិរ�ច់��ក់) �ត�វ�នគណ�ដូច�ងេ��ម៖

(ក) �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ� ខក�នក��ង�របង់សមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់�ងំអស ់ េ��លបរ�េច�ទ

កំណត់សង ��សប័់ណ��ត�វបង់�រ��ក់ជូនធ��រ។ សមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់ គឺ�សមតុល��

ចុងេ��យ េហើយ�លបរ�េច�ទកំណត់សងៃនសមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់រមួ�មួយនឹង�រទូ�ត់អប��បរ� 

ែដល�ត�វ�នត�ម�វស��ប់វ�ក័�យប�ត�ប�ែំខ ៃនែខនីមួយៗ នឹង�ត�វ�នប��ញជូនេ�េលើរ�យ�រណ៍

ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន�ប�ែំខ។ េដើម��ទីទួល�នអត��បេ�ជន៍ៃន�រមិនគិត�រ��ក់ សមតុល��ចុងេ��យ

�ងំអស ់�ត�វែត�នបង់ឱ���ន�គប់ចំនួនេ��លបរ�េច�ទកំណត់សង ដូចែដល�នប��ក់ក��ងរ�យ

�ណប័៍ណ�ឥណ�ន�ប�ែំខនីមួយៗ។ 

(ខ) �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�េធ�ើ�រទូ�ត់ �តឹមែតចំនួនទឹក��ក់ៃន�រទូ�ត់អប��រ� េ�ក��ងរ�យ

�រណប័៍ណ�ឥណ�ន�ប�ែំខ េ�ះ�រ��ក់នឹង�ត�វ�នអនុវត�េ�េលើសមតុល��ជំ�ក់ែដល

េ�សល។់ េ�ះ���ង�ក៏េ�យ �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�មិន�នទូ�ត់ ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ៃន�រ

ទូ�ត់អប��បរ�ដូចែដល�នត�ម�វេទ ��សប័់ណ��ត�វបង់�រ��ក់េលើសមតុល��ែដលេ�ជំ�ក់

�ងំ�សងុ និងកៃ�មេស�ទូ�ត់យតឺ��វ ែដល�នកំណត់ ។ ក��ងករណេីនះ �រ��ក់�ត�វ�នគណ� 

�ប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទៃន�រេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ រហតូដល�់លបរ�េច�ទែដល�រទូ�ត់�ត�វ�នេ�ះ��យ

រចួ�ល�់ងំ�សងុ និង�គប់ចំនួន។ 

�រ��ក់ស��ប់�បតិបត��ិរ�ច់��ក់ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន �ត�វគិត�ប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទៃន�បតិបត��ិរែដល

�ត់��ក់េចញពីគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ន រហតូដល�់លបរ�េច�ទែដល�រទូ�ត់�នេ�ះ��យ

រចួ�ល�់ងំ�សងុ និង�គប់ចំនួន។

Upon approval of the Credit Card application submitted by the applicant, the bank 

will advise the Cardholder of the applicable annual/monthly percentage rate.

The bank has the right to amend the interest rate from time to time at its sole 

discretion and will notify the Cardholder in advance of any changes via the bank’s 

website or other applicable means of communication.

The Cardholder hereby agrees to pay the interest charged on the outstanding 

balance.

The interest for the purchase transaction, fees, charges and all other debits to the 

account(s) (excluding cash transactions) calculated as follows:

a. If the Cardholder fails to pay the full outstanding balance on the due date, the 

Cardholder must pay interest to the bank. The outstanding balance is closing 

balance and the due date of the outstanding balance together with the minimum 

payment required for the monthly billing cycle will appear on the monthly Credit Card 

statement. To take advantage of the interest free period, the closing balance must 

be paid in full by the due date indicated in each monthly statement. 

b. If the Cardholder makes only the minimum payment in the monthly Credit Card 

statement, the interest will be applied to the remaining outstanding balance. 

However, if the Cardholder does not pay the minimum payment as required, he/she 

shall pay the interest on the entire outstanding balance and the late payment fee. In 

such a case, the interest is calculated from the date of transaction until the date the 

payment is fully settled.

The interest for cash transaction is calculated form the transaction date which was 

debited to the Credit Card account until the date the payment is fully settled. 

១៤.១

១៤.២

១៤.៣

១៤.៤

១៤.៥

14.1

14.2

14.3

14.4

14.5

15. �រពិន័យេលើ�របង់យឺត / Late Payment Charge
�រពិន័យេលើ�របង់យតឺនឹង�ត�វ�នអនុវត�េ�ងេ��មេ�ល�រណៃ៍នតៃម�េស� និង ក�មិត

�បតិបត��ិរ �បសនិេបើ��ន�រទូ�ត់�ត�វ�នទទួលប��ប់ពីរយៈេពល�លបរ�េច�ទបង់��ក់ ឬ

�បសនិេបើចំនួន��ក់ែដលទទួល�នមុនេពលរយៈេពល�លបរ�េច�ទបង់��ក់ �នតិច�ងចំនួន

��ក់អប��បរ�ែដល�ត�វទូ�ត់សង។

1ធ��រ �នសទិ�កិ��ង�រែកែ�បអ���របង់យតឺ �គប់េពលេវ� �មឆ��នុសទិ�ែិតមួយគត់របស់

ខ��ន េហើយធ��រនឹងេធ�ើ�រជូនដំណងឹេ���សប័់ណ��មុន �មរយៈេគហទំព័ររបសធ់��រ ឬ 

�មរយៈមេធ���យទំ�ក់ទំនងេផ��ងេទៀតែដល�ចអនុវត��ន។

Late payment charge will be charged pursuant to the fee guideline and transaction 

limit if no payment is received after the due date or if payment received before the 

due date is less than the minimum payment.

The bank has the right to amend the late payment rate from time to time at its sole 

discretion and will notify the Cardholder in advance of any changes via the bank’s 

website or other applicable means of communication.

១៥.១

១៥.២

15.1

15.2
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�មរយៈេនះ ��សប័់ណ��ពមេ�ពៀង និងទទួល��ប់រង��ង�ក់�ក់�មួយធ��រ� ��សប័់ណ� 

នឹងជូនដំណងឹមក�ន់ធ��រ ��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រអំពីកំហសុ �ពមិន�សប�� ឬ�ពមិន�តឹម

�ត�វ�មួយេ�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ ៍គណនីក��ងអំឡ�ងេពលដប់�� ំ(១៥) ៃថ�គិត�ប់ពីៃថ�ែដល��ស់

ប័ណ�ទទួល�នរ�យ�រណប័៍ណ� ឬៃថ�ែដល�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក�រ�យ�រណប័៍ណ��ត�វ�នទទួល

�ន។ �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�មិន�នជូនដំណងឹមក�ន់ធ��រ ��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រអំពីកំហសុ 

�ពមិន�សប�� ឬ�ពមិន�តឹម�ត�វ�មួយៃនទិន�ន័យែដល�នក��ងរ�យ�រណប័៍ណ� េ�ះ��ស់

ប័ណ�នឹង�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក��នទទួល��លនូ់វ�លកំ់ណត់��ទិន�ន័យ�ងំអស ់ ែដល�នក��ង

រ�យ�រណប័៍ណ��ពិត��តឹម�ត�វ និង�ត់ទុក�ភស���ងែដលសេ�មចចុងេ��យ និង��ន

មន�លិ និងចង��ប់��សប័់ណ�េ�នឹង�តព�កិច� េហើយប��ប់ពីេនះ��សប័់ណ�មិន�ចប�ងឹត�មក

ធ��រ � រ�យ�រណប័៍ណ�េ�ះ�នកំហសុ មិន�សប�� ឬ មិន�តឹម�ត�វេ�ះេឡើយ។

ធ��រ នឹងមិន�ន�តព�កិច�េចញជូន��សប័់ណ�នូវរ�យ�រណប័៍ណ��មួយ ឬច��ប់ថតចម�ង

ៃនរ�យ�រណប័៍ណ��ងំេ�ះ ឬ ប��ន់ៃដទិញទំនិញ ឬរ�យ�រណ�៍បតិបត��ិរ ែដល�ក់ព័ន�េ�

នឹង�បតិបត��ិរែដល�នេកើតេឡើងេលើសពីរយៈេពលដប់ពីរ (១២) ែខ គិត�ប់ពីៃថ�ៃនសេំណើសុំ

របស�់�សប័់ណ�។

The Cardholder hereby expressly covenants and undertakes with the bank that the 

Cardholder shall notify the bank in writing of any error, discrepancy or inaccuracy of 

any kind whatsoever in the statement within fifteen (15) calendar days from the 

date that the Cardholder receives or is deemed to have received the statement. If the 

Cardholder does not notify the bank in writing of any error, discrepancy or inaccura-

cy of any entry in the statement then the Cardholder shall be deemed to have 

accepted the entries contained therein made up to the date of the last entry in the 

Statement as correct and as final and conclusive evidence of the facts contained 

therein and binding on the Cardholder, and the Cardholder shall thereafter be 

precluded from making any claims against the bank by alleging that the Statement 

contains any error, discrepancy or inaccuracy.

The bank shall not be obliged to furnish the Cardholder with any statements, or 

copies of such statements or sales slips or other records of transactions which relate 

to transactions which have occurred more than twelve (12) months from the date of 

the Cardholder's request.

១៦.៣

១៦.៤

16.3

16.4

18. �រ�រ�រប័ណ� និងេលខស��ត់របស់េ�កអ�ក / Protecting Your Card and PIN
េលខស��ត់��លខ់��ន (PIN) �ត�វ�នបេង�ើតេឡើងេ�យស�យ័�បវត�េិចញពី�បព័ន� និងេផ�ើេ��ន់

េលខទូរសព័�អតិថិជន��រ (SMS)េ��យេពលប័ណ��ត�វ�ន�ក់ឱ��ដំេណើរ�រ។ ប��ប់ពី

ទទួល�នេលខស��ត់ដំបូង េ�កអ�ក�ត�វ�នេលើកទឹកចិត�ឱ����សប់��រេលខេ�ះ េហើយបេង�ើតនូវ

េលខស��ត់��លខ់��នថ�មួីយ េ�យេ�បើេលខសទុ�ចំនួន��មួំយ(៦)ខ�ង់។

មិន�ត�វេ�ជើសេរ�សេលខេចញពីេលខអត�ស��ណប័ណ� េលខទូរសព័� ៃថ�ែខ��កំំេណើតរបសអ់�ក ឬ

េលខេផ��ងេទៀតែដល េគដឹង�ទូេ� និង�យ�សលួ�យ មកេធ�ើ�េលខស��ត់��លខ់��នេឡើយ។

�ត�វឈរឱ��េកៀកនឹង��សុនី េអធីអឹម េហើយយកៃដរបសអ់�ក�ងំ េ�េពលែដលកំពុងប���ល

េលខស��ត់ េដើម��េីជៀស�ង�រលចួចម�ងេលខស��ត់ពីអ�កដៃទ។

េលខស��ត់គឺ�ត�វរក���រស��ត់បំផុត និងមិន�ត�វប��ញេ�នរ���ក់េ�ះក�ង�លៈេទសៈ

�ក៏េ�យ ឬវ�ធី�ក៏េ�យ េ�ះ��ន�រស��័គចិត� ឬេផ��ងពីេនះ។

�បសនិេបើេ�កអ�កប���លេលខស��ត់ខុស បី (៣) ដង េ�ះេលខស��ត់ៃនប័ណ�របសេ់�កអ�ក 

នឹង�ត�វប��ងំដំេណើរ�រ។

��សប័់ណ�មិន�ត�វរក��ទុកកំណត់េហតុ��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រៃនេលខស��ត់របស�់ត់េ�កែន�ង 

ឬវ�ធី�មួយែដល�ចឱ��តតិយជន�មួយរកេឃើញ ែដល�ឱំ��ជនេ�ះេ�បើ��សប័់ណ��ន។

េ�េពល��សប័់ណ�ទទួល�នេលខស��ត់ �គឺ��រទទួលខុស�ត�វ របស�់�សប័់ណ�េដើម���ី�

�េលខស��ត់មិន�ត�វ�នដឹង ឬរកេឃើញ េ�យបុគ�លដៃទេទៀត េហើយធ��រ មិនទទួលខុស�ត�វ 

�បសនិេបើេលខស��ត់�ត�វ�នដឹង និងរកេឃើញេ�យតតិយជន។ ��សប័់ណ��ត�វ��� ធ��រ 

មិន�ប់�ក់ព័ន�េ�េលើ�ល�់រ�ម�រ និង�រទទួលខុស�ត�វពី�គប់�គី ែដលេកើតេឡើងពី�រេ�បើ

��សេ់លខស��ត់េ�ះបី��ន�រអនុ��ត ឬេផ��ងពីេនះ។

ព័ត៌�នប័ណ�របសេ់�កអ�ក ដូច�េលខប័ណ� េលខស��ត់ នឹងេលខសវុត��ិព�េដើម �ត�វ�ន

រក��ទុក��រស��ត់។ សមូេ�កអ�ក��ប� នឹងមិន�នបុគ�លកិ���ក់របសធ់��រ �ក់ទង

េ�េ�កអ�កេដើម��េីស�ើសុព័ំត៌�នស��ត់�ងំេ�ះពីេ�កអ�កេឡើយ។

Personal Identification Number (PIN) is automatically generated by system and 

sent to your registered phone number as SMS after the card is activated. You are 

encouraged to change the first PIN after receiving and create your own one consist-

ing of six (6) numeric digits.

Do not choose the combination from your ID card number, phone number, or date 

of birth, or any number publicly known and easy to guess as your PIN.

Stand close to ATM and always use your hand to shield your PIN when keying in 

your PIN to avoid others from watching.

The PIN is strictly confidential and shall not be disclosed to any other person under 

any circumstance or by any means whatsoever whether voluntarily or otherwise.

If you incorrectly try your PIN three (3) times, you will be locked out of your card.

The Cardholder shall not keep any written record of his/her PIN in any place or 

manner which may enable any third party to make use of the card.

Once the Cardholder receives the PIN, it is the responsibility of the Cardholder to 

ensure that the PIN is not made known to or easily discovered by any other person 

as the bank shall not in any way be liable if the PIN is made known to or discovered 

by any third party. The Cardholder shall hold the bank free from all claims and 

liabilities from all parties whomsoever arising from the use of the PIN whether 

authorized or otherwise.

Your card information is privacy such as card number, PIN and/or security code etc. 

You shall understand that there is no Woori Bank employee who will communicate 

with you to ask for your privacy data.

១៨.១

១៨.២

១៨.៣

១៨.៤

១៨.៥

១៨.៦

១៨.៧

១៨.៨

18.1

18.2

18.3

18.4

18.5

18.6

18.7

18.8
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17. ប័ណ�មិន�ត�វេ�បើ��ស់ក��ងសកម��ពខុសច��ប់ / Card Shall Not Be Used for Unlawful Activities
ប័ណ�មិន�ត�វ�នយកេ�េ�បើ��សក់��ងសកម��ពខុសច��ប់ ដូច��បតិបត��ិរ�ម�បព័ន�អីុនេធើេណត

ខុសច��ប់ និង�រ��ល ់ឬែល��ងសុសីងខុសច��ប់។

ធ��រ �ត�វប��ប់ប័ណ���មៗ �បសនិេបើរកេឃើញ���សប័់ណ��នេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ក��ងសកម��ព

ខុសច��ប់េហើយ�ល់ចំនួនទឺក��ក់ែដល�នជំ�ក់�ត�វេធ�ើ�រទូ�ត់់សងមក�ន់ធ��រ��មៗ

ផងែដរ។

The Credit Card shall not be used for any unlawful activities such as illegal online 

banking and betting or gambling.

The bank shall immediately terminate the Credit Card facility if the Cardholders are 

found to have used the card for any unlawful activity and all payment due must be 

paid to the bank immediately as well.

១៧.១

១៧.២

17.1

17.2

19. �រប��ប់�រេ�បើ��ស់ប័ណ�េ�យ��ស់ប័ណ� / Card Termination by Cardholder
��សប័់ណ��ចេ�េពល�មួយ ប��ប់ពី�រទទួលយក និង/ឬ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ� ប��ប់�រេ�បើ

��សប័់ណ�េ�យជូនដំណងឹ��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រេ�ធ��រ និង�បគលប័់ណ�េ�ះមក�ន់

ធ��រ។ េ�េពលធ��រ �នទទួលប័ណ�េ�ះនឹង�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក��នប��ប់�រេ�បើ��ស់ 

េហើយប��ត��ិក់ទងេ�នឹង�រប��ប់�រេ�បើ��សនឹ់ង�ត�វ�នអនុវត�។ 

��សប័់ណ�គឺអ�កទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ងំ�សងុក��ង�រជូនដំណងឹដលត់តិយជន�មួយ េដើម��លីបុេ�ល 

េសចក�ែីណ�អំំពី�រអនុ��ត�មុនប��ប់ពី�ន�រប��ប់�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន។

��នសណំងេ�េលើេស��ប��ំ� ំ ឬែផ�ក�មួយ�ត�វ�នេធ�ើេឡើងេឡើយ េហើយ��សប័់ណ�េ�ែត

ទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះបំណ�ល�ងំ�យ េ�ហ៊យុកៃ�ម�រ��ក់ និង/ឬ�បតិបត��ិរែដល�នេធ�ើ

�មរយៈប័ណ�ឥណ�ន រមួ�ងំ�រ�បតិបត��ិរ ែដលមិន�ត�វ�នកត់��េ�ក��ងគណនីប័ណ�ឥណ�ន

េ��លបរ�េច�ទៃន�រប��ប់�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�។

The Cardholder may at any time after acceptance and/or usage of the card, 

terminate the use of the card by a written notice to the bank and returning the card 

to the bank. Upon the bank receiving the card shall be deemed terminated and the 

provision relating to determination shall be henceforth applied.

The Cardholder is solely responsible to notify any third party to cancel all 

pre-authorized standing instructions upon termination of the Credit Card.

No refund of annual fee or any part thereof will be made and Cardholder shall remain 

liable for the whole outstanding balance, charges, fees, interest and/or Transactions 

effected through the use of the Credit Card including uncaptured transaction(s) in 

the Credit Card account as of the date of card termination.

១៩.១

១៩.២

១៩.៣

19.1

19.2

19.3



20. បច��ប��ន��ពព័ត៌�នរបស់��ស់ប័ណ� / Updating of The Cardholder’s Information

��សប័់ណ� �ត�វេធ�ើ�រជូនដំណងឹមក�ន់ធ��រឱ���ន�ប់�មែដល�ចេធ�ើេ��ន ក��ងករណី

�ន�រ��សប់��រព័ត៌�នរបស�់�សប័់ណ� រមួប���ល�ងំ�រ��សប់��រ�សយ��ន េលខទូរសព័� 

ឬ�សយ��នអីុែម៉ល និងមេធ���យទំ�ក់ទំនងេផ��ងេទៀតែដលធ��រ�ច�ក់ទង��សប័់ណ� 

េ��ពីព័ត៌�នែដល��សប័់ណ��នប��ញេ�ក��ង�ក��េស�ើសុេំ�បើ��សប័់ណ�។ 

The Cardholder undertakes to notify the bank as soon as practicable of any changes 

in relation to the Cardholder’s information including any change of address, 

telephone number or email address, and any other means of communication by 

which the bank may communicate with the Cardholder aside from those which have 

been disclosed in the card application form.

២០.១ 20.1
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21. ករណី�ត់ប័ណ� ឬប័ណ��ត�វ�នេ�រលួច / Theft or Loss of Card

��សប័់ណ� នឹងេ�ែត�ត�វែតទទួលខុស�ត�វចំេ�ះធ��រ នូវ�លទំ់និញ និង េស�កម��ងំអសែ់ដល

�នផ�ត់ផ�ង់េ�យ�ណជិ�ករ និង�រដក��ក់ែដលេកើតេឡើង�មរយៈ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ� េ�ះបី�

�រេ�បើ��សេ់�ះ�ត�វ�នឬមិន�ត�វ�នអនុ��តេ�យ��សប័់ណ�ក៏េ�យ។ ��សប័់ណ� �ត�វ�ន

�តព�កិច�ក��ង�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�េ�យ�ន�រយកចិត�ទុក�ក់ ែថរក�� �រ�បុង�បយត័�ខ�សបំ់ផុត 

េដើម��បី��រ�រ�ត់បង់ �រលចួ ឬ�រេ�បើ��ស ់េ�យ�រែក�ងបន�។ំ 

��សប័់ណ��ត�វ��សង និងមិនឱ��ធ��រ �ន�រទទួលខុស�ត�វ�មួយចំេ�ះ�រ�ត់បង់ 

�រខូច�ត  និងចំេ�ះៃថ�ចំ�យេផ��ងៗ (�ងំែផ�កច��ប់ ឬេផ��ងពីេនះ ) ែដលេកើតេឡើងពី�របំ�ន 

ឬ មិនេ�រព�ម�តព�កិច��ងេលើរបស�់�សប័់ណ�។ �តព�កិច�ក��ង�រេ�បើ��ស ់ េ�យ�ន�រ

យកចិត��ក់ ែថរក�� និង�រ�បុង�បយត័�ខ�សបំ់ផុត េដើម��បី��រ�រ�ត់បង់ �រលចួ ឬ�រេ�បើ��ស់

េ�យ�រែក�ងបន�រំមួ�ន៖

(ក) មិនអនុ��តឱ��នរ���ក់េផ��ងេទៀតេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�

(ខ) មិន�ត�វឱ��ប័ណ���ត��យពី�កែសែភ�ករបស�់�សប័់ណ�។

ករណ�ីន�រ�ត់បង់ �រលចួប័ណ� �ត�វ�នជួយស�មបស�ម�លេ�យឱ����សប័់ណ�េធ�ើ�រទំ�ក់

ទំនងេ�ែផ�កេស�បេ�មើអតិថិជន �មរយៈេលខ (៨៥៥) ២៣ ៩៦៣ ៣៣៣ ឬេ�កអ�ក�ចបិទ

ដំេណើរ�រប័ណ�របសអ់�ក�ប��ន់�មរយៈកម�វ�ធីធ��រចលត័ ឬ�រសេសរប��ក់ពីេហតុ�រណ៍

េ�ះជូនដំណងឹដលធ់��រ េ�យ��ប់នូវឯក�រថតចម�ងរបសបូ៉់លសី (រ�យ�រណៃ៍ន�រ

�ត់បង់ ឬ�រលចួ) មិនេលើសពីមួយៃថ� គិត�ប់ពីៃថ� ែដលេកើតេហតុៃន�រ�ត់បង់ ឬ�រលចួប័ណ� 

�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ���ន�រអនុ��ត។ �បសនិេបើធ��រ �នេចញប័ណ�ថ� ីរចួេហើយ��ប់ែតរកេឃើញ

ប័ណ�ែដល�ត់ ឬលចួ ��សប័់ណ�មិន�ត�វេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�េ�ះេទៀតេទ �ត�វ�បគលេ់�ធ��រវ�ញ។ 

ធ��រ មិន�ន�តព�កិច�េចញប័ណ�ជំនួសេទ បុ៉ែន�ធ��រ �ចេចញប័ណ�ជំនួស�ន លះុ��ែត

��សប័់ណ�យល�់ពម និងទូ�ត់ៃថ�ចំ�យ ឬេ�ហ៊យុេផ��ងៗ�ក់ទងនឹង�រេចញប័ណ�ជំនួស

េនះ ែដលៃថ�ចំ�យ ឬេ�យហ៊នុេផ��ងៗ នឹង�ត�វកំណត់េ�យធ��រ។

Cardholder shall remain liable to the bank for all goods and services supplied by any 

merchant and all cash advances effected through the use of the card whether or not 

such usage is authorized by the Cardholder. The Cardholder shall be under a duty 

to use utmost care, diligence and precautions to prevent the loss, theft or fraudulent 

use of the card.

The Cardholder shall indemnify and hold the bank harmless against any liability for 

losses, damages, costs and expenses (legal or otherwise) arising from the 

Cardholder's breach of such duty. The duty to use utmost care, diligence and 

precautions to prevent the loss, theft or fraudulent use of the card includes:

(A) Never allowing anyone else to use the card;

(B) Not letting the card out of the Cardholder's sight,

In the event of any loss, theft of the card, and/or card is compromised, Cardholder 

must, contact our call center at (855)23 963 333 or you may freeze/delete your 

card immediately by using Woori Bank Mobile App or written the confirmation of 

such event and/or forward us a copy of the police report of the loss, theft of the card 

no later than one day from the occurrence of such loss, theft, unauthorized use of 

the card, the bank will not hold liability for such case. When the lost or stolen card 

is found, Cardholder must not use and return to the bank if the bank already 

re-issues the new card.

The bank has no obligation to issue a replacement card, but the bank may do so if 

the Cardholder agrees and pays any costs or other fees related to this card replace-

ment, any costs or fees may be prescribed by the bank pursuant to the fee guideline 

and transaction limit.

២១.១

២២.២

២៣.៣

២៣.៤

21.1

21.2

21.3

21.4

22. ករណីបំ�នលក�ខណ�េ�យ��ស់ប័ណ� / Default by the Cardholder

សកម��ព ទេង�ើអកម� ឬ��ន�ព�ងេ��ម �ត�វ�នកំណត់��ករណបំី�នប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�

ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន �ប�ពឹត�េិ�យ��សប័់ណ�៖

(ក) ��សប័់ណ� ខក�នក��ង�រទូ�ត់សមតុល��ែដល�នជំ�ក់ ឱ���ន់�លបរ�េច�ទ

កំណត់សង។ 

(ខ) ��សប័់ណ� ខក�នក��ង�រផ�លព័់ត៌�នែដលធ��រត�ម�វ �ក់ទងនឹងប័ណ�    ឥណ�ន និង

�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន។

(គ)��សប័់ណ� េធ�ើេសចក�ែីថ�ង�រណ ៍ មិនពិត មិន�តឹម�ត�វ ឬេ�យបំភ័ន� េ�ក��ង�ក��េស�ើសុំ

េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ឬក��ងេពលេធ�ើបច��ប��ន��ពឥណ�ន។ 

(ឃ) ��សប័់ណ� ខក�នក��ង�ររក���រសន��របសខ់��ន ែដល�នេធ�ើេឡើងក��ងឯក�រែដល

�ក់ព័ន�នឹងប័ណ�ឥណ�នរមួប���ល�ងំ ប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�ៃនេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ។ 

(ង) ��សប័់ណ� ខក�នក��ង�រអនុវត��តព�កិច�របសខ់��ន ដូច�ន�ពមេ�ពៀងេ�ក��ងប��ត� ិ និង

លក�ខណ�ស�ពីី�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ ឬេ�ក��ងឯក�រ�ក់ព័ន�េផ��ងេទៀត។ 

(ច) ��សប័់ណ� េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នផ��យនឹងច��ប់�ធរ�ន ឬស��ប់េ�លបំណងខុស

ច��ប់�មួយ។ 

(ឆ) ��សប័់ណ� ��សប់��រ�សយ��នអចិៃ�ន�យរ៍បសខ់��នេ�បរេទស េ�យមិន�នជូនដំណងឹ

�មុនមក�ន់ធ��រ។ 

(ជ) ��សប័់ណ��ក់�ក��បណ�ងឹ�ប�សក��យ័ធន ឬ�នបណ�ងឹក��យ័ធន�ប�ងំនឹងខ��ន ឬ��ស់

ប័ណ�កំពុង�ក់ព័ន�ឬចូលរមួក��ងនីតិវ�ធីក��យ័ធន ឬនីតិវ�ធីឃុខំ��ន�មួយ។

(ឈ) �បសនិេបើ�នបុគ�ល���ក់ �នបំណងយកមូលនិធិរបស�់�សប័់ណ�ែដលរក��ទុក

�មួយធ��រ �មរយៈបណ�ងឹ�មផ��វច��ប់ ឬ�បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�ទទួល�នេសចក�សីេ�មចពី

តុ��រ ឬទណ�កម�ែផ�កពន��រ�ប�ងំនឹងខ��ន។

The following act(s), omission(s) or circumstance(s) will constitute an event of 

default by the Cardholder:

(A) The Cardholder fails to settle the due outstanding balance on the due date;

(B) The Cardholder fails to provide any information required by the bank in relation 

to the Credit Card and its using;

(C) The Cardholder make any false, inaccurate, or misleading statements in any 

Credit Card application or credit update; 

(D) The Cardholder fails to keep any promises he/she has made under Credit Card 

related documents including this Credit Card terms and conditions; 

(E) The Cardholder fails to perform any of his/her obligations as agreed hereunder 

or as agreed in any related documents;

(F) The Cardholder uses the credit card against the applicable laws or for illegal 

purpose;

(G) The Cardholder changes his/her permanent residence to other foreign country 

or its personal information without giving prior notice or update to the bank; 

(H) The Cardholder files a petition in bankruptcy or has a bankruptcy petition filed 

against him/her, or the Cardholder become involved in any insolvency or custodial 

proceeding;

(I) If anyone attempts to take any of the Cardholder funds held by the bank via legal 

process or if the Cardholder has a judgment or tax implication filed against him/her; 

២២.១ 20.1
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(ញ) �បសនិេបើធ��រេ�យសចុរ�ត�ពេជឿ� សមត��ពរបស�់�សប័់ណ�ក��ង�រទូ�ត់សមតុល��

ែដលជំ�ក់ កៃ�មេស� ឬ�រ��ក់របស�់�សប័់ណ� នឹង�ត�វ�នថយចុះ ឬនឹង�ត�វ�នថយចុះក��ងេពល

�ប់ៗ ឬ��សប័់ណ���នឆន�ៈក��ង�រទូ�ត់។ 

(ដ) អវត��នរបស�់�សប័់ណ� េ�យ��នផ�លព័់ត៌�នលម�តិជូនធ��រ។ 

(ឋ) ��សប័់ណ� �នេចត�បង�រ�រខូច�តដលធ់��រ។ 

ក��ងករណែីដល��សប័់ណ� �នបំ�នប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ធ��រ 

�ច�ត់វ��ន�រណមួ៍យ ឬេ�ចើន េ��មឆ��នុសទិ�រិបសខ់��នដូច�ងេ��ម៖ 

(ក) ព���រ ឬប��ប់�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នរបស�់�សប័់ណ�។

(ខ) �ប�ស�សមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់�ងំទ��យ �ត�វដលកំ់ណត់សងនិង�ត�វទូ�ត់��មៗ។ 

(គ) គិតកៃ�មទូ�ត់យតឺ កៃ�មេ�បើ��សេ់លើសកំណត់ឥណ�ន និង/ឬកៃ�មេស�េផ��ងេទៀតែដល

កំណត់េ�យធ��រ។

(ឃ) �ត់��ក់េ�យស�យ័�បវត�េិចញពីគណនីធ��រ�មួយរបស�់�សប័់ណ� ែដលេបើក

�មួយធ��រ ស��ប់ទូ�ត់សមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់។ �បសនិេបើ��សប់ណ�ខ័ក�នក��ង�រទូ�ត់

សមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់ ក��ងរយៈេពលេ�សបិ (៩០) ៃថ�ៃនៃថ��បតិទិន គិត�ប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទែដល

ធ��រជូនដំណងឹេ���សប័់ណ�អំពី�របំ�នប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�របស�់�សប័់ណ�៖ 

i. ក��ងករណែីដល��សប័់ណ��នផ�លគ់ណនីបេ��ើសន���ំន�លកំណត់ េដើម���ី��តិេ�គ ��ស់

ប័ណ�អនុ��ត និងផ�លជូ់នធ��រនូវសទិ�កិ��ង�រ�ត់��ក់េ�យស�យ័ �បវត�េិចញពី គណនីបេ��ើ

សន���ំន�លកំណត់របស�់�សប័់ណ�ែដលេបើក�មួយធ��រេ�ះ េដើម��ទូី�ត់សមតុល��ែដល

ជំ�ក់ រមួ�មួយនឹងកៃ�មេស�ែដល�ត�វអនុវត� េ�យពំុ��ំច់�ន�រប��ក់ ឬអនុ��តពី��សប័់ណ�

េទ��ើយ។ 

ii. ក��ងករណែីដល��សប័់ណ�ផ�លច់លនវត�� ឬអចលនវត�� ��ទព����ស��ប់�រទូ�ត់សមតុល��

ែដលជំ�ក់ រមួ���មួយកៃ�មេស�ែដលអនុវត� ��សប័់ណ�អនុ��តឱ��ធ��រ ដំេណើរ�រ�ម�រ

�ប�ងំនឹង�ទព����េ�ះក��ងក�មិតែដលច��ប់អនុ��ត េ�យពំុ��ំច់�ន�រប��ក់ ឬអនុ��ត

ពី��សប័់ណ�េទ��ើយ។ 

iii. ក��ងករណ�ីន�រ��េ�យ�កុមហ៊នុ ��សប័់ណ� អនុ��តឱ��ធ��រេធ�ើ�រ�ម�រ�រទូ�ត់

សងសមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់ ពី�កុមហ៊នុែដល�នផ�ល�់រ��ឱ����សប័់ណ� ស��ប់�រេ�បើ��ស់

ប័ណ�ឥណ�ន េ�យពំុ��ំច់�ន�រប��ក់ ឬ�រអនុ��តពី��សប័់ណ�េទ��ើយ។ 

(ង) អនុវត�សទិ�រិបសធ់��រក��ង�រ�ម�រសមតុល��ែដលជំ�ក់រមួ���មួយកៃ�មេស�  ែដលអនុវត�

រមួប���លែតមិនកំណត់�តឹម �រ�បមូលបំណ�ល និង�រ�ប់េផ�ើមបណ�ងឹ�មផ��វច��ប់ ក��ងក�មិតែដល

អនុ��តេ�យច��ប់�ធរ�ន។ ��សប័់ណ� យល�់ពមក��ង�របង់កៃ�ម និងចំ�យ���ក់ទង

នឹង�រជំរញុ�រអនុវត�សទិ�េិនះ រមួ�នកៃ�ម េស�ផ��វច��ប់ និង�រចំ�យេ�តុ��រ �សប�ម

ប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ែដលធ��រ�នចំ�យ �ក់ទងនឹង�រ

�បមូលបំណ�ល េ�ក��ងករណែីដល��សប័់ណ��នបំ�នប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ�ៃន�រេ�បើ��ស់

ប័ណ�ឥណ�នេនះ។ 

(ច) �បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ��នគណនីធ��រេ�ចើន�ងមួយ ែដល�នេបើក�មួយធ��រ �រ

បំ�នលក�ខណ�ែដល�នេកើត�នេឡើង េលើគណនីធ��រ�មួយក��ងចំេ�មេ�ះ នឹង�ត�វ�ន

�ត់ទុកេ�យស�័យ�បវត�ិ���របំ�នលក�ខណ�ែដល�នេកើត�នេឡើងេលើគណនីធ��រ

�ងំអសេ់ផ��ងេទៀតរបស�់�សប័់ណ� ែដល�នេបើក�មួយធ��រ។

(ឆ) ប��ប់គណនីធ��រ�ងំអសរ់បស�់�សប័់ណ�ែដល�នេបើក�មួយធ��រ។ 

(ជ) រក��ទុកកំណត់��អំពី�របំ�នប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ�េ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�នរបស�់�ស់

ប័ណ�េ�ក��ងប��រីបសធ់��រ េហើយធ��រ�ចេធ�ើ�រប��ញកំណត់��េ�ះេ�ក��ងក�មិតែដល

អនុ��តេ�យច��ប់�ធរ�ន។ 

(J) If the bank, acting in good faith, believes that the Cardholder’s ability to repay 

the due outstanding balance, charges, fees, or interest is or soon will be impaired, 

or that the Cardholder is unwilling to make the payments. 

(K) Absence of the Cardholder without detailed information provided to the bank; 

(L) The Cardholder intentionally cause damages to the bank.

In case of default by the Cardholder, the bank may, at its sole discretion, use one or 

more remedies as specified below:

(A) Suspend or terminate the use of Credit Card; 

(B) Declare that the outstanding balance is immediately due and payable;

(C) Apply late payment, over-limit fees, and/or other fees as determined by the 

bank.

(D) Automatically debit from any of all account(s) of the Cardholder held with the 

bank for the due outstanding balance. If the Cardholder fails to pay the outstanding 

balance within ninety (90) calendar days commencing from the date on which the 

bank notifies the Cardholder of his/her default:

i. Where the Cardholder has provided a fixed deposit account as a security, the 

Cardholder authorizes and provides the bank the right and discretion to directly 

deduct the outstanding balance together with applicable fees and charges from the 

Cardholder’s fixed deposit account which is held with the bank without any further 

confirmation or approval from the Cardholder.

ii. Where the Cardholder has provided fund blocked in term deposit/saving account 

or real estate as collateral for the payment of due outstanding balance together with 

applicable fees and charges, the cardholder authorizes the bank to proceed a claim 

against that collateral to the extent as permitted by laws without any further 

confirmation or approval from the Cardholder.

iii. For company guarantee, the Cardholder authorizes the bank to recover 

repayment of the outstanding balance from the company which provides a guaran-

tee for the cardholder’s use of the Credit Card without any further confirmation or 

approval of the Cardholder and/or the company. 

(E) Enforce the bank’s right to claim for all outstanding balance together with 

applicable fees and charges including, but not limited to, the debt collection and 

commencement of any possible legal action to the extent as permitted by the 

relevant applicable laws. The Cardholder agrees to pay reasonable enforcement 

expenses and costs including legal costs and litigation expenses under this Credit 

Card terms and conditions reasonably incurred by the bank in collection of that debt 

in the event of default by the Cardholder. 

(F) If the Cardholder has more than one account with the bank, a default on one 

account shall automatically be considered as a default on all other accounts of the 

Cardholder held with the bank.

(G) Terminate all of the Cardholder’s account(s) with the bank.

(H) Keep record of the Cardholder’s default in its list and may disclose it to the 

extent as permitted by the applicable laws.

២២.២ 22.2

23. �បតិបត�ិ�រវ��ទ / Dispute transaction
�លវ់��ទែដលេកើតេឡើងពី�បតិបត��ិររបស�់�សប័់ណ� �ត�វជូនដំណងឹមកធ��រ ក��ងរយៈេពល 

ដប់�� ំ(១៥) ៃថ� �ប់�លបរ�េច�ទៃន�បតិបត��ិរេ�ះ។ ក��ងករណយីតឺ��វ មិន�នជូនដំណងឹឱ��

�ន់េពលេវ�េទ ធ��ររក��សទិ�មិិនេ�ះ��យប��ជូនេឡើយ។

ក��ងករណ�ី�សប័់ណ��នវ��ទ �ក់ទងនឹង�បតិបត��ិរដូចែដល�នែចងក��ង�ប�រ 23.1 ៃនប��ត�ិ 

និងលក�ខណ�េនះ ធ��រ�នសទិ��ិឯកេ��គីកំណត់ពី�ពសមរម��ៃន�រេបើក�រេសុើបអេង�ត 

េ�យេ�ង�មវ��ទៃន�បតិបត��ិរ ដូចែដល�នែចង�ងេ��ម៖

(ក) �បសនិេបើ�រេសុើបអេង�តរបសធ់��រ �ត�វ�នរកេឃើញ ឬប��ក់���បតិបត��ិរ�របស់

��សប័់ណ� ��សប័់ណ��ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វនូវ�បតិបត��ិរែដល�នវ��ទ។ ធ��រ�នសទិ��ិម�រ

ៃថ�េស�ៃន�រេសុើបអេង�ត ដប់�គរយ (១០%) ៃន�បតិបត��ិរ ឬ��ងតិចដប់ (១០)  ដុ��រ

�េមរ�ក ក��ងមួយ�បតិបត��ិរវ��ទ។

(ខ) ក��ងករណែីដល�រេសុើបអេង�តរកេឃើញ� ��សប័់ណ�មិន�នកំហសុ ធ��រ នឹងមិនគិតៃថ�

េសុើបអេង�ត�បសិនេបើ�ករណីែដល�ប់�ក់ព័ន��មួយ�រែក�ងបន�ំ�ពម�ំងកំហុសបេច�កេទស

�មួយ។

All disputes arising from Cardholder’s transaction shall be notified to the bank within 

fifteen (15) days from the date of the transaction or upon Cardholder aware on such 

disputes. The bank reserves the right not to solve your issue after this period.

In the event that the Cardholder disputes any transaction pursuant to clause 23.1 

hereof, the bank may in its absolute discretion deem fit conduct any investigation 

regarding the dispute transaction wherein the following shall apply:

(A) If the bank investigation reveals or indicates that the Cardholder is liable for any 

of the disputed transaction due to its fault, the bank shall be entitled to charge ten 

percent (10%) of dispute amount or minimum ten (10) US Dollars per dispute 

transaction.

(B) No dispute charge shall be levied in the event that the investigation reveal that 

the Cardholder is not liable for any of the dispute by the bank due to fraud related 

matters as well as technical error.

២៣.១

២៣.២

23.1

23.2
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25. �ររក���រស��ត់ / Confidentiality
េយើង�ចនឹងផ�លព័់ត៌�នេនះេ��គីទីបី អំពីប័ណ�វ��របសអ់�ក ឬ �បតិបត��ិរែដលអ�ក�នេធ�ើ

េឡើងេ�យេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ចំេ�ះករណី 

(ក) េពល�ន�ព��ំច់ស��ប់�រប��ប់�បតិបត��ិរ 

(ខ) េដើម��េីផ��ង��ត់�មួយលក�ខណ�របសប័់ណ�ឥណ�ន ស��ប់�គីទីបី ដូច��ណជិ�ករ

(គ) េដើម��អីនុេ�ម�ម��ប័ន�ជរ��ភិ�ល �លដី�តុ��រ ឬ ត�ម�វ�រែផ�កច��ប់េផ��ងៗ 

(ឃ) អ�កផ�ល�់រអនុ��តដលេ់យើង��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រ 

(ង) ចំេ�ះនិេ�ជិត សវនករ ៃដគូែចក�យ អ�កផ�ត់ផ�ង់េស� ឬ េម�វ��មត�ម�វ�រ។

We may disclose information to third parties about your Visa Credit Card or the 

transactions you make using your Visa Credit Card: 

(A) Where it is necessary for completing transactions;

(B) In order to verify the existence and condition of your Visa Credit Card for a third 

party, such as a merchant; 

(C) In order to comply with government agency, court order or other legal reporting 

requirements; 

(D) If you give us your written permission; 

(E) To our employees, auditors, affiliates, service providers or attorneys as needed.

២៥.១ 25.1

26. �រទទួលខុស�ត�វរបស់េយើងចំេ�ះ�បតិបត�ិ�រមិនសេ�មច / Our Responsibility for Failure to Complete Transactions

មិន�នករណ�ីមួយែដលេយើងទទួលខុស�ត�វេលើ�រខូច�ត (រមួ�ន�រ�ត់បង់កៃ�ម) �រខូច

�ត��ងំ ខូច�តធ�ន់ធ�រេ�ះេឡើយ។ េយើងនឹងមិនទទួលខុស�ត�វក��ងករណដូីច� ៖

(ក) មិនែមន�កំហសុរបសេ់យើង េ�យ�រអ�កមិន�នសមតុល���គប់��ន់េដើម��បី��ប់�បតិបត�ិ

�រេ�ះ 

(ខ) អ�កផ�ត់ផ�ង់ផលតិផល ឬេស�មិនទទួលយក�រទូ�ត់�មប័ណ�វ�� ឬមិន�ពមសង��ក់អ�ក

វ�ញ 

(គ) �បសនិេបើ��សុនីទូ�ត់េ�ះ មិនដំេណើរ�រ�តឹម�ត�វឬ�ន�ពមិន�ប�កតី េហើយអ�កក៏�នដឹង

ពីប��េនះមុនេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរេនះែដរ

(ឃ) �បសនិេបើប័ណ�របសអ់�ក�ត�វ�នបិទមិនឱ��េបើកេ�បើ�ន ប��ប់ពីអ�ក�នជូនដំណងឹ�ប័ណ�

េ�ះ�ត�វ�នេគលចួ ឬ�ត់ 

(ង) �បសនិេបើ�ន��ក់បង�ក ឬ��ក់េ�ះ�ត�វ�នចំ�ត់�រផ��វច��ប់ ឬបន��កកំណត់ក��ង�រេ�បើ

��សេ់ផ��ងេទៀត 

(ច) �បសនិេបើេយើងពិនិត��េឃើញ��បតិបត��ិររបសអ់�កេធ�ើេឡើងេ�យខុសច��ប់ 

(ឆ) ករណ�ីប�នសក័�េិកើត�នេឡើងែដលហសួពីសមត��ព�គប់�គងរបសេ់យើង (ដូច�អគ�ភ័ិយ 

ទឹកជំនន់ កំុព���ទ័រ ឬទំ�ក់ទំនងមិនដំេណើរ�រ) ក��ង�រ�រ�រឱ���បតិបត��ិរ�នេ�គជ័យ ឬ 

(ជ) ករណេីលើកែលងេផ��ងេទៀតែដល�នេធ�ើ�មួយអ�កក��ងកិច��ពមេ�ពៀងេនះ។

In no event will we be liable for consequential damages (including lost profits), 

extraordinary damages, special or punitive damages. We will not be liable, for 

instance: 

(A) If, through no fault of ours, you do not have enough funds available in your 

account to complete the transaction; 

(B) If a merchant refuses to accept your card or provide cash back; 

(C) If an electronic terminal where you are making a transaction does not operate 

properly, and you knew about the problem when you initiated the transaction; 

(D) If your Credit Card has been blocked after you reported lost or stolen; 

(E) If there is a hold or your funds are subject to legal process or other 

encumbrance restricting their use; 

(F) If we have reason to believe the requested transaction is unauthorized; 

(G) If circumstances beyond our control (such as fire, flood or computer or commu-

nication failure) prevent the completion of the transaction, despite reasonable 

precautions that we have taken; or 

(H) For any other exception stated in our Agreement with you.

២៦.១ 26.1

27. �រែកែ�ប បទប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ�  / Revision of terms and conditions
ធ��រ �ចបែន�ម ឬ ��សប់��រប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ��ងំេនះ ពីេពលមួយេ�េពលមួយ េ�យជូនដំណងឹ

��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រេ���សប័់ណ���ងេ�ច�ស ់�មសបិ (៣០) ៃថ��បតិទិន�មុន េធ�ើ�រ

ែកែ�ប ឬ��សប់��រប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ��ងំេនះ។ 

�រែកែ�ប ឬ��សប់��រប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ��ងំេនះ នឹង�ត�វ�នេធ�ើ�រជូនដំណងឹេ���សប័់ណ�

�មរយៈ�រេផ�ើ�រ ឬ�រេអឡចិ�ត�និក ឬ កម�វ�ធីធ��រចលត័ ឬ ប��ញេសចក�ជូីនដំណងឹ

���រណៈ�ម�រព័ត៌�ន ឬ ��ធ��ររបសេ់យើង ឬ េលើេគហទំព័ររបសធ់��រ

ឬ�មរយៈមេធ���យ�មួយែដលសម�សប។

The bank may revise or change terms and conditions from time to time by giving 

written notice to Cardholder of at least thirty (30) calendar days in advance before the 

bank shall revise or change the terms and conditions.

Variation or change of the terms and conditions shall be sent by SMS or Email or 

Mobile App or posting on newspaper or branch offices or Woori Bank website, or by 

any means as deemed fit and proper by the bank.

២៧.១

២៧.២

27.1

27.2

ធ��រ រក��សទិ�េិ�ះ��យប��ជូនអតិថិជន េ�យអនុេ�ម�មេ�ល�រណៃ៍ផ�ក��ង និង

/ឬេ�ល�រណ�៍បតិបត��ិរអន�រធ��រ។ ក�ងករណវី��ទ�មួយែដលមិន�ត�វ�នេ�ះ��យ

េ�យ�រចរ�នឹង�ត�វេធ�ើ�មផ��វច��ប់�នសមត�កិច� េដើម��េី�ះ��យ�មច��ប់ៃន�ពះ���ច�ក

កម���។

The bank will reserve the right to remedy the problem in accordance with internal 

and/or inter-bank transaction regulation. In the case of any dispute that is not 

settled by amicable negotiation, it will be brought to the competent Cambodian court 

for settlement according to the laws of Kingdom of Cambodia.

២៣.៣ 23.3

24. ប��ន់ៃដ / Receipts
��សប័់ណ�គួរែតទទួល�ន ឬ នឹងទទួល�នព័ត៌�នកត់���បតិបត��ិរេ�េពលអ�កេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ

រចួ�ល។់ ��សប័់ណ�យល�់ពមរក��ព័ត៌�នកត់���បតិបត��ិររបសអ់�ក េដើម��េីផ��ង��ត់�មួយ

វ�ក�យប�តទិញរបសអ់�ក។ េលើសពីេនះេទៀត ��សប័់ណ��ចេផ��ង��ត់�បតិបត��ិររបសអ់�កេ�ក��ង�បវត�ិ

�បតិបត��ិរប័ណ� �មួយនឹងវ�ក�យប�តទិញរបសអ់�ក។ ��សប័់ណ�យល�់ពមពិនិត�� និងជូនដំណងឹ

ដលធ់��រអំពីកំហសុ �ពមិន�ប�កតី �ពមិនសុសី��ក់�� �រ�ម�រ ឬ�រ�ត់ទឹក��ក់ែដល

មិន�ន�រអនុ��ត ឬ �បតិបត��ិរែដលេធ�ើេហើយ ដំេណើរ�រេហើយ ឬ�នទូ�ត់េហើយពីផលៃន�រ

ែក�ងបន� ំ�រែក�ងបន� ំពំុ�នផ�លស់ទិ�អំិ�ច �រេធ�ស�បែហសេផ��ងៗ េធ�ើេឡើងេ�យបុគ�ល�មួយ

ក៏េ�យ។

��សប័់ណ�បន�យល�់ពមេទៀត� �បសនិេបើអ�កខក�នក��ង�រជូនដំណងឹ��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រដល់

ពួកេយើងអំពីកំហសុ �ពមិន�សប�� �ពមិន�ប�កតី ឬ �រ�ត់ទឹក��ក់ែដលមិន�ន�រអនុ��ត 

ឬ ទំនិញក��ងរយៈេពលដប់�� ំ (១៥) ៃថ��ប់ពីៃថ��នេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរេហើយ ឬ ៃថ��នជូនដំណងឹ

�បតិបត��ិរសន�ត់���សប័់ណ��នទទួលយកនូវកំណត់���បតិបត��ិរ និងសមតុល��េហើយអ�កនឹង

�ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក��នទទួលយក�គប់ប���ងំអស។់

You should get or request an invoice at the time you make a transaction. You agree 

to retain your invoice to verify your transactions. In addition, you may verify your 

transactions in the card history against your purchase invoice. You agree to 

examine and notify us of any errors, irregularities, discrepancies, claims or 

unauthorized debits or items whether made, processed or paid as a result of forgery, 

fraud, lack of authority, negligence, or otherwise by any person whatsoever.

You further agree that if you fail to advise us in writing to notify us of any errors, 

discrepancies, irregularities, claims or unauthorized debits or items in the statement 

within fifteen (15) days from the date of the statement and notification is released, 

the records shall be conclusive evidence of the transaction entries and balances in 

such account and you shall be deemed conclusively to have accepted all matters.

២៤.១

២៤.២

24.1

24.2
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28. មិន�ន�រ��ចំេ�ះផលិតផល និងេស� / No Warranty Regarding Goods and Services

�ររក��ទុក ឬ�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�ប��ប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទ ែដល�រែកែ�ប ឬ��សប់��រប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ� 

ដូចែដល�នែចងក��ង�ប�រ 27.1 �ត�វ�ន�ត់ទុក���រទទួលយកនូវ�រែកែ�ប ឬ��សប់��រប��ត�ិ 

និងលក�ខណ��ងំេនះ។

�បសនិេបើ��សប័់ណ�មិនទទួលយក�រែកែ�ប ឬ��សប់��រប��ត� ិ និងលក�ខណ��ងំេនះ ��សប័់ណ�

�ត�វប���ប់�រេ�បើ��សប័់ណ� �ត�វជូនដំណងឹ��យលក�ណអ៍ក��រ េ�ធ��រ ពី�រប���ប់�រេ�បើ

��សប័់ណ�។

Retention or use of the card after the effective date of any variation, or change of 

terms and conditions pursuant to clause 27.1 hereof shall be acceptance of variation 

or change of terms and conditions.

If the Cardholder does not accept the proposed variation or change terms and 

conditions, cardholder must terminate the use of card by giving written notice to the 

bank.  

២៧.៣

២៧.៤

27.3

27.4

េយើងមិនទទួលខុស�ត�វេលើគុណ�ព សវុត��ិព �ព�សបច��ប់ ឬ លក�ណសម��ត�េិផ��ងេទៀតៃន

ផលតិផល ឬេស�ែដលអ�ក�នទិញេ�យេ�បើ��សប័់ណ�របសអ់�កេឡើយ។ អ�ក�ត�វទទួលខុស�ត�វ

េ�យខ��នឯង ក��ង�រពិនិត��និងេផ��ង��ត់�មួយអ�កផ�ត់ផ�ង់េស�និងផលតិផល េដើម���ី��

 អ�កទទួល�នផលតិផល និងេស��មលក�ខណ� ៃនកិច��ពមេ�ពៀងទិញលក់�មួយអ�កលក់។

We are not responsible for the quality, safety, legality or any other aspects of any 

goods or services you purchase with your Credit Card. It is your responsibility to 

check and work with merchant to ensure that you get goods and service as agreed 

in the purchased term.

២៨.១ 28.1

29. �រ�ប�ំងនឹង�រស��ត��ក់ ហិរ��ប���នេភរវកម�  និង�រ�ក់ទណ�កម� / Anti-Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Sanctions Controls

��សប័់ណ�យល�់ពម�ធ��រ  �ចពន��រ បិទ ឬបដិេសធនូវដំេណើរ�រៃន�បតិបត��ិរ�មួយ 

េ�យរចួផុតពី�រទទួលខុស�ត�វេផ��ងៗ �បសនិេបើធ��រ សង��យ័�៖

(ក) �បតិបត��ិរេ�ះ�ចបំ�នច��ប់  ឬបទប��ត��ិមួយេ�ក��ង�ពះ���ច�កកម��� ឬ

�បេទសដៃទេទៀត

(ខ) �បតិបត��ិរ�ក់ព័ន�នឹងបុគ�ល�មួយ (របូវន�បុគ�ល នីតិបុគ�ល ឬ �ជរ��ភិ�ល) ែដល

�បតិបត��ិរៃនបុគ�លេ�ះ ឬ�បតិបត��ិរេ�ះ�ក់ព័ន�េ�យ��ល ់  ឬេ�យ�បេ�លេ�នឹងបុគ�ល

ដៃទេទៀតែដល�បតិបត��ិររបសបុ់គ�លេ�ះស�តិេ�េ��មទណ�កម�េសដ�កិច� ឬ �ណជិ�កម�ែដល

កំណត់េ�យសហរដ��េមរ�ក សហគមន៍អឺរ�បុ ឬ�បេទសដៃទេទៀត ឬ

(គ) �បតិបត��ិរ�ច�ក់ព័ន�េ�យ��ល ់ ឬ េ�យ�បេ�ល�មួយ នឹងដំេណើរ�រ ឬត�ម�វ�ម

េ�លបំណងៃន�រេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ ែដលខុសេ�នឹងច��ប់ៃន�បេទសកម���  ឬ �បេទសដៃទេទៀត។

The Cardholder agrees that the bank may delay, block or refuse to process any 

transaction without incurring any liability if the bank suspects that:

(A) The transaction may breach any laws or regulations in the Kingdom of 

Cambodia or any other country;

(B) The transaction involves any person (individual, legal entity or governmental) 

that is itself sanctioned or is connected, directly or indirectly, to any person that is 

sanctioned under economic and trade sanctions imposed by the United States, the 

European Union or any country; or

(C) The transaction may directly or indirectly involve the proceeds of, or be applied 

for the purposes of, conduct which is unlawful in Cambodia or any other country.

២៩.១ 29.1

30. �រ���ស័យ�ក់ទង / Communication

�បសនិេបើេ�កអ�ក�នសណំ�រ�មួយ�ក់ព័ន�នឹងប័ណ�ឥណ�ន េ�កអ�ក�ចទំ�ក់ទំនង 

(៨៥៥)២៣ ៩៦៣ ៣៣៣។ ធ��រ នឹងេ�ះ��យសណំ�ររបសេ់�កអ�ក��មៗ។

If you have an enquiry relating to your Visa Credit Card, you can contact us via 

(855)23 963 333 or visit nearest branches/ Woori Bank website. We will deal with 

your enquiry promptly.

៣០.១ 30.1

31. លក�ខណ�េផ��ងៗ / Other Conditions

ប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�របសធ់��រ �ត�វ�នែចង���ែខ�រ និង��អង់េគ�ស ក��ងករណ�ីន�ព

មិន�សប���មួយ ឯក�រ���ែខ�រ នឹង�ត�វយកេធ�ើ�េ�ល។

ប��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ�េនះ �ត�វអនុេ�ម�មច��ប់ៃន�ពះ���ច�កកម���។

ខ���ំន�ន និងយល�់ពមនូវ�លប់��ត� ិនិងលក�ខណ��ងំ�យដូច�នែចង�ងេលើេនះ។

To extent that Khmer version of any document including these terms and conditions 

is inconsistent with English version, the terms and conditions of Khmer version shall 

prevail.

The laws of Kingdom of Cambodia govern these terms and conditions.

I hereby have read and accepted all these terms and conditions as mentioned 

above.

៣១.១

៣១.២

៣១.៣

31.1

31.2

31.3


